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Thursday, October 7, 1971

After a gigantic leap in county tax payments
last year, mostly due to the bond issue for the
new city high school, Fulton County residents
will pay about the same sum this year in property
taxes as they did in 1970.
The total assessment of $568,231.54 is only
$5,449.44 over the 1970 total of $562,782.10.

The following letter is printed in this
position today because it deserves maximum
exposure. My comments will follow the letter.
September 30, 1971
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
The Hickman Courier
Hickman, Kentucky 42050

School taxes make upthe bulk
of revenue with a total of
$363,931.43.
Of this
total,
$179,367.72 accounts for independent school taxes and$184,563.71 results from common
school taxes.
This year's figures show a
decrease in independent school
taxes after a payment of $188,205.76 in 1970. However,county school taxes have increased
from the $179.720.39 sum assessed in 1970.

Dear Jo,
Enclosed please find a clipping from the
Paducah Sun Democrat telling why Fulton
County will not receive funds available under the new Public Employment Program.
think the reason given is stupid.

Regards,
Hank Ruttinger
Dear Hank:
I appreciate your confidence in the Courier. The truth of the matter is that too many
people (mostly elected officials) just didn't
move into action when President Nixon first
announced the appropriation for the Emergency Unemployment program.
I have heard many different versions of
our failure to get Federal funds on the first
go around. When concerned citizens, like
yourself and the Courier, raised voices in
protest, then the State Administration moved into action to get something done.
I talked with Washington on two occasions last week about the matter. Two of our
high-ranking elected officials had seen the
Courier artidifand chaeltattInt* Otir pew.
War problem. I was told, on good authority,
that the criteria for making the appropriations came from various state officials in
Frankfort.
You can draw your conclusions from
that. A story on the applications for funds
appears in this issue.
But Hank, the real problem is that more
interested people like yourself don't concern
themselves with the inner workings of community development. Trite though it may
be, that old saying about "letting George do
it," is as true as true can be.
But George must be an over-burdened
fellow, because he certainly lets a lot of programs slip by us that should rightfully be
ours.
The Animal Control Program
Now take for instance the Dog Control
program recently put into effect by contrik
butions from Fulton, Hickman, and the Fulton County Fiscal Court.
If ever I have seen a more dismal lack of
interest in a public appropriation I don't
know when it's been. I do not fault James
Martin, the dog warden, because he's doing
the best he can. But do you know that quite
by accident the Hickman City Commission
learned that Martin had taken a full time job
at the County Jail. Nobody seems to know
for sure whether he has resigned the dog
warden's job or if he is working part time.
Nobody seemed to know either whether the
dog pound was ever established.
Of course there's not much glamor, nor
remuneration in the position of dog warden.
There is an untold amount of territory to
cover, and what seems so little control over
the program. But public money is being
spent and I do think that we ought to know
a little more about how the program works,
don't you?
Too Much News
There's too much other news in the
Courier this week for me to ramble on any
further. However after my comments perhaps this little story is in order.
An editor died after a lingering illness.
His savings barely covered his hospital and
doctor's bills, leaving nothing for funeral expenses. A friend after soliciting funds all
day, lacked only one dollar having enough.
Wearily he asked a stranger, "Could you
give me a dollar to bury an editor?"
The stranger pulled out a five dollar bill
*aid said,"Here, bury five of them."
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Fulton County Property Taxes
Remain Near Last Year's Level

A Thoughtful Letter

Where are the people that represent
Fulton County in our Federal Government?.
Why aren't they fighting tooth and nail to
correct this program so that Fulton County
will receive its share of the benefits?
I look to the Courier to get us the
answers.

res 1, sing
Periodical Dept.
fitalversitY of IC":
4050o
Lexington, Ky.

A 30 cent increase in independent school taxes was included in a $960,000 bond issue approved in October of 1969
to finance the new high school
for the city of Fulton now under
construction. (Common school
taxes are not affected by the
bond issue.)
County taxes, which include
real estate, personal property,
bank shares, and poll taxes,
show a $2,108.91 jump after
last year's assessment of$75,

Democratic Co - Chairman
Named For Fulton County
Three co-chairmen have been
appointed for the Fulton County
Democratic campaign organization. Dan Taylor, Fulton,
will work with Brodie Creed
and Earl Taylor of Hickman.
Both Creed and Taylor of Fulton served as campaign cochairmen for the successful
gubernatorial campaign of Wendell Ford during the primary
School board members and
last May.
administrators from Fulton
County will join other adminIn making the announcement
istrators from 17 area school from
Democratic headquardistricts at Lake Barkley State ters in Frankfort, Dee HuddlePark October 12 for the annual ston, state campaign chairmeeting of the First Region of man, said: "We are very pleasthe Kentucky School Boards As- ed to have three proven comsociation.
munity leaders
heading the
First Region chairman Bill democratic campaign in FulPeak, a member of the May- ton County. Because of local
field' Board of Education, will leadership like theirs,
the
preside at the dinner meeting Democratic candidates conscheduled for 7 p. m. at the fidently predict a return to
park's lodge.
office on November 2."
Vocational and special edu
cation, public kindergartens,
year-round schools, personnel
relations, teacher salaries and
school finance will be discussed by SO board members as
they preiiire for the 1972 session of the Kentucky General
Assembly.
Other area school districts
attending the meeting will be:
Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall,
McCracken, and
Trigg Counties, and the Independent
school districts of
Mayfield, Murray and Paducah.

Mr. and Miss South Fulton High School

Phelps, Miss Green Elected
Mr. And Miss South Fulton
Paul Phelps and Jane Green
have been named "Mr. and
Miss South Fulton High School"
for 1972 by the student body.
The senior class nominated
five candidates for each title
and students voted on these
Monday.
Jane is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Green and Paul
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.David
Ward Phelps.
Jane is captain of the cheerleaders, president of Beta
Club, feature
editor of the
school paper, a member of
the annual staff, a member of
the English Club, Pep Club,
Athletic Club, and Letter Club.
She was voted "Flirtiest" in
senior Who's Who, was a class
officer for the last three years,
44-stase • fevisalie her leaks
year, football queen her sophomore year, and a Junior honor
student.
president of the
Paul is
senior class, president
of
DECA, was selected "Most
Masculine" in senior Who's
Who, is a member of the golf
team, Pep Club, football team,
annual staff, 4-H Honor Club
and Letter Club. He was an
All-Reelfoot Conference Guard
in 1969, elected to Who's Who

in American High Schools, and
named Most Valuable Offensive
Player last year.
Other candidates were: Jane
Fuller, Leigh Jeffrey, Mary
Jane Cannon, Paula Hutchins,
Chuck Beard, Mike Easterwood,
Dale Townsend, and David Murphy.
Class favorites were also
selected Monday by each class.
They are:
Seniors — Paula Hutchins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil•
liam Hutchins, 110 Collinwood;
and Dale Townsend, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Townsend, Route
3, Union City.
Juniors—Susan Bloodworth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Bloodworth, Route 2; and Mike
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brown, 111 Covington.
Sophomores—Charye Owens,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs.James
B. Owens, 202 Richard; and
Mark Robey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James 0. Robey, Route 2.
Freshmen — Lisa Butler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Butler, 104 Bates; and
Greg Parrott, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert G. Parrott, Route
4.

School Boards
Schedule Meet
For October 12

In accepting the appointment
Earl Taylor said:
am a lifelong Democrat. I was wholeheartedly for Judge Combs in
the primary and I intend to give
the same kind of support tothe
entire Democratic ticket this
fall."
Plans are being made to open
a campaign headquarters in
downtown Fulton and Hickman,
and a thorough organization,
down to the precinct level,
is now in the working stage.
Creed, Earl Taylor and Dan
Taylor will work closely with
J. Turney Davie, chairman of
the county executive committee to bring about a victory
November 2.
Mrs. H. G. Shaw, who served as Ford's campaign cochairwoman, is similarly working with all Democratic women
in the county in the interest of
the party.

8/1.80. The 1971 total is $77,930.71.
Another source of revenue,
state taxes, amounts to a smaller share of the total this year
than in 1970. The $57,469.61
figure is $935.09 less than the
previous year's total of $58,404.70. These revenues include
real estate, tangible personal
property, interest other than
bank shares and brokers accounts, bank shares, and annuities.
'Special levies, including library taxes, health tax, and
hospital tax, amount to a larger
share of the county total this
year, $12,606.91 more. The
1970 sum was $56,292.88 and
this year's assessment is $68,899.79.
Fulton County has a total assessed property value of $76,437,826. A breakdown into five
divisions of real estate, tangible property, the manufacture
of machinery and raw materials, stocks, bonds, notes,
accounts receivable, and bank
shares, yields the following
figures:
Real estate — independent
school district: $13,379,178;
county school district: $37,232,314, for a total of $50,611,492.
Tangible property — independent
district: $4,945,267;
county district: $4,484,181, for
a total of $9,429,948.
Manufacture of
machinery
and raw materials—independent
district: $1,455,785; county district: $5,975.599, for a total of
$6,531,384.
Stocks, bonds, notes, accounts receivable—independent
district: $5,094,487;
county
district: $3,168,730, for atotal
of $8,263,217.
An assessed value of $1,600,815 for bank shares completes the property tax assessment picture in Fulton County.

Ford Campaign Crowning Of Anita Sublette
To Move Into Highlights Homecoming Events
West Kentucky
Democratic nominee for governor Wendell Ford will bring
his campaign into far western
Kentucky
next week with a
series of fund-raising dinners,
hand-shaking tours and speakings.
On Monday, October 11, Ford
will campaign in Muhlenberg
County, then on to a luncheon
at Cadiz, a fund-raising dinner at 6:30 p. m. in Benton
and a rally at the Courthouse
in Benton at 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, October 12, will find
Ford campaigning in Bowling
Green with a fund-raising dinner in Mayrield at 6:00 p. m.
and a rally at the Courthouse
in Mayfield at 8:00 p. m.
Ford will arrive in McCracken County at noon on Wednesday, October 12. A fundraising dinner in McCracken
County at Paducah is in the planning stage.

The crowning of Anita Sub- bearer. Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer
Homecoming and Mrs. Charles R. Bennett
lette as 1971
Queen of Fulton City High are in charge of homecoming
School will highlight homecom- activities.
Memorial
activities at
Attendants, cheerleaders and
ing
Stadium Friday night, October their escorts are: Kent Smith,
escorted by Charles Whitnel
8.
The coronation will precede and Mike Hatfield, Denise
the homecoming game where Homra,
escorted by
Mike
the Bulldogs meet the North Sisson and Neil
Covington;
Marshall Jets.
Theresa
Weaks, escorted
Pre-game activities include by William Mitchell and Mike
a bonfire and pep meeting at Morgan; Cindy Craven, escort7 p. m. at the stadium Thurs- ed by Greg Scales and Bob
"I REMEMBER WHEN CASEY JONES climbed over the fence and said goodbye. He told us
day night, October 7, and a Engel; Debbie Capps, escorted
parade which will form at the by Jeff Barclay and James 'I'll be riding the train next time you see me.'" Thus went the recollections of Mrs, Rufus (AnH. I. S. plant in Fulton at 6:30 Myers; Jan Pulley, escorted nie) Elkins of Cayce, who will observe her 97* birthday Saturday. A semi-invalid, she lives
p. m. Friday night.
by Robin Whitesell and Mike
with her husband, who is in his early nineties at their home on the north outskirts of Cayce. In
The ceremony is scheduled Vincent; and Susan
Hagan,
for 7:25 p. rn. at the stadium escorted by Randy Mann and an interview with a News reporter this week, Mrs. Elkins stated that she and Casey Jones atwith football captains crown- Jackie Hill.
tended school together at the old Edmondson school north of Cayce, and that Jones' father was
ing Miss Sublette. Captains are
AUCTION
the teacher. Cayc• Jones began his famous railroading carter the day he climbed over the
William (Pop) Lee, son of Mr.
The Junior Woman's Club fence and said goodbye to his friends at Cayce and went to
and Mrs. Percy Lee, and Mark
work for the railroad that passed
Owens, son of Dr. and Mrs. will have an auction Salurday, through that community.
p.
m.
at
Oetober
the
16
at
6:30
Shelton Owens.
Anyhow, "Happy Birthday", Miss Annie! This story is about YOU, not John Luther
Miss Courteny Snider, daugh- Fulton Woman's Club house.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby The original date was October ("Cayce") Casey Jones.
Snider, will serve as crown 9.

Have You 'Come A Long Way,' Baby ???
By Betty Higgins
There are those who claim
that the female of the species
has made great advancement
in the last 50 years. Witness
women
smoking
in public,
women in top military positions, women wearing daring
apparel, and the host of onceforbidden activities the,'fairer" sex now
engages in.
But there are other barometers which indicate the progress of the female. For example. the laws and statutes
governing the employment of
women sometimes reveal their
status.
This summer when some remodeling and painting was going
on at the National Store on
Lake Street, a copy of "Laws
Regulating the Employment of
Females to Safeguard Their
Health" was found behind a
display case.
The copy was dated as approved March 12, 1912.
A search for a copy of the
current laws for purposes of
comparison and contrast proved
almost wasted — in 60 years

changes in the regulations have
been almost nil.
For instance, the old copy
reads,"No female under twenty-one years of age shall be
employed or suffered or permitted to work at any gainful
occupation
except domestic
service and
nursing, more
than sixty hours in any one
week, nor more than ten hours
in any one day."
The law now in effect reads,
"No female under 18 years of
age shall be permitted to work
at any gainful occupation, except
domestic service and
nursing, more than sixty hours
in any one week, nor more
than ten hours in any one day."
So, as you can see, the only
change has been in lowering
the age.
Laws regarding the seating
of female employees are identical in meaning, although severa' words have been changed.
Essentially, KRS 338.110 provides that persons employing
females must maintain seats
for their use, to the tune of one

per every three female employees.
And, if working behind a desk,
counter, or table, the employee
must be provided with a chair.
Interestingly, folding seats are
not considered in compliance
with the order.
The current law does stipulate that "No female
under
twenty-one years of age shall
be employed or permitted to
work at any occupation that
compels her to remain standing constantly." This provision is not mentioned in the
older copy.
Regarding that necessity of
life, washrooms, t he two copies
are in agreement. Females are
to be provided with "suitable
washrooms and water closets,
or privy closets where sewer
connection
is
impossible."
Moreover, the facilities must
be kept clean and "free from
obscene writing or marPng."
As a matter of interest, both
laws require that female washroom facilities be maintained
(Continued on Page 4)

"ONE SOMETIMIIIS FINDS THINGS LIKE THIS when a *twee
has been In the same location for SO years*, too" comments Wald
Green. marwsgor of Fulton's Notional Pons. Green holds up current roguktlere In hie rigM hand and the well-preserved 11012
regulations In his left. Sae story.

Julian Carroll
To Visit Here
On Wednesday
Democratic ticket with Wendell
Ford will make a visit to Fulton County on Wednesday, October 13. Mr. Carroll, speaker
of the Kentucky House of Representatives, will arrive
in
Hickman at 1 p. m. and meet
with supporters and make visits
in the city.
He will be unhand to officially
open Democratic headquarters
in downtown Hickman, Mr.Carroll will leave Hickman about
230 p. m. to come to Fulton,
where he will also make •
hand-shaking tour and visit
With supporters.
All interested
Democrats
are asked to be an hand fora
good welcome for Mr. Carroll
next Wednesday.
WINS PRINT
Mrs. Ruth McNeilly won the
Henderson cardinal print
given away during the cystic
thrash drive.
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Newspapers Are Growing With America
... And Helping Preserve Its Freedoms
The week of October 10-16,
.(next week), is National Newspaper Week. This is the one time
during the year when the more
than 9,000 weekly and daily news•papers of the nation join hands, as
group, and make a concerted effort to promote a better understanding of newspapers and the
vital role they play in preserving
the great American way of life,
• which we cherish.
Newspaper Week was instituted nationally in 1940.
"Newspapers - Growing with
- America" is the theme for this
year's observance.
Newspaper Week is one of the
,
:more significant of the many
special weeks observed in this
-country. It is one which seemingly
at first glance is important to only
one kind of business, but actually
it is of major importance to every
citizen.
This week is not primarily set
aside for newspapers to indulge in
self-praise, but it is a time to remind readers of the fact that
growth in this free nation goes
• hand in hand with growth in its
free press.
Wars have been fought to gain;
and preserve our independence.
So, too, is battle waged by the
newspapers of our country to defend and guard the freedoms and
rights of a free people. This is a
never-ending fight, quiet at times,
at other times loud -but always on
behalf of the American people.
'•
Newspapers are a vital part of
the American economy, purchasing many millions of dollars of
paterials each year and offering,
-through advertising, opportunities
for businessmen to increase their
. revenue and for buyers to use
:.their money to the best advantage.
•
It was Eugene Fitch Ware
-who said:"No town can hope prosperity and trade, Unless the press
shall vigorously aid."
. The newspaper industry ranks
lenth largest in the country according to a new compilation of
-newspaper-related statistics pre7pared by the U. S. Department of
.-_Commerce. The reoort stated:

"The newspaper publishing industry will continue its modest but
steady growth in 1971. The stability and assured future growth of
the industry are based on the continuing demand for newspapers
and its ability to meet and accept
the challenge of technological
change."
In employment, the industry
"remains the fifth largest among
all U. S. manufacturing industries,
with an estimated 372,000 employment in 1970, up 13 percent from
1963. Production workers account
for almost half of the total work
force, totaling about 181,000 an increase of 10 percent over 1963."
In the 1963-69 period, the
Department found that newspaper
circulation recorded a better than
8 percent increase in circulation
reaching an all-time high of $140.4
million. The report predicted:
"With anticipated increases in circulation and advertising revenues,
the industry is expected to grow
at an average rate of 4 percent
each year during the 1970-75 period with the value of receipts approaching approximately $8.5 billion in 1975. It is expected that the
average annual rate of growth for
the 1970-80 period is projected to
be 5 percent with total receipts of
about $11.4 billion in 1980."
On technological progress: "It
is estimated that well over one-third of the nation's newspapers
have competely changed their production method in the past decade.
During the past 10 years more
technological developments were
introduced than in the entire previous history of the industry. It
was the period in which the offset
process, phototype-setting -and
computerization were introduced
and refined. Entering the decade
of the 1970s with this strong base
of technological achievement, the
future of the industry is sound
and economically stable."
The report predicted: "There
will be board use of the cathode
ray tube and optical character
recognition devices in the composition of the newspaper. Expenditures for capital equipment will
continue at a high rate, exceeding
the over $2 billion investment during the past decade."

The amendment, which was
placed on the ballot by the 1970
'legislature, would grant property
:itax exemption to residences occupied by owners 65 years of age
and older up to $6,500 of assessed
valuation.
"Tax relief for the elderly
homeowner, whose earning days
are in most cases behind him, is an
Unportant issue,from both a moral
and economic point of view," declared Thurman. "Kentucky voters will decide the question, probably once and for all, in the forthan. ni Kaabsety's'goof Al Arevrilr.
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Turning Back The Clock I

tem converge here, bringing prosperity to this
part of Kentucky and Tennessee. This is the center of the Northernmost cotton growing area,
TWENTY YEARS AGO
and, as a result, Fulton has a cotton gin. Poultry
OCTOBER 19, 1951
and milk are important produce here, and all in
Miss Emma Shell, popular member of the all, this is a city of which Kentucky can well be
Junior Class at Fulton High School, and daugh- proud.
ter of Mrs. Allie V. Humphrey, has been selected
as school reporter for the News. Miss Shell will
Named for Robert Fulton, the inventor of
have a column of Fulton High news in the paper
the steamboat, the city of Fulton has a long and
each week.
honorable history, and quite naturally, looks forward to a future carefully guided by the young
Three Fulton county students have pledged
people
who are now in school. Many of these
coming election, and it is vital that the same social sorority at the University of Ken- young have journeyed to Lexington
and have
has
been
tucky,
announced
it
by
the
Dean
of
Woeach voter know what is involved
enrolled at the University of Kentucky, where
so he can vote his honest convic- men.
they are taking courses in the Arts and Sciences,
Betsy Bell Whitesell, daughter of Mr. and
tions."
Mrs. H. Whitesell of Futon, Nancy Sue Wilson, and in business, that will fit them to return to
In a speech to about 30 per- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Wilson, Fulton, their homes and "bring their education home
sons at the Capitol Rotunda meet- and Shirley Jean Maxwell, daughter of Mr. and again," and use it for the betterment of the coming,'House Minority Leader Har- Mrs. J. A. Jones, Fulton, have been pledged to munity in which they will live and prosper. It's
a real pleasure to present over the Reynolds
old DeMarcus, R-Standford, said Chi Omega Sorority.
radio network tonight, the voices of several of
Kentucky's senior citizens "have
been neglected for too long, both
Bill Hogg, head football and basketball coach these young people who are now studying at the
economically and culturally, and at Fulton High School, was elected president of University of Kentucky."
the passage of this amendment the FDEA Coaches Association at a meeting in
(The salute was followed by several interwill be at least one step toward the Murray Friday. Hogg was elected by acclama- views with undergraduates from
this area).
righting of this wrong."
tion.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
The question will appear on
Bob White and Barney Speight are in Michithe ballot as follows:
The Reynolds Store on Church Street is
gan pheasant hunting. From there they will go to
"Shall Section 170 of the Con- Colorado on a deer hunt. They will be gone for showing a lovely array of all fabrics and acces,
sories. Amazing low prices include such eyestitution be amended to include as about six weeks.
openers as 27-inch gingham at 11 cents a yard.
property exempt from taxation a
homestead, which is a single unit
Harry Hancock of the Bennett's Community
residence maintained by the own- has been selected as 1951 Master Pastureman of
Governor William J. Fields was greeted by a
er, who is 65 years of age or older, Hickman County, it was announced by County
large crowd at the city hall here last Saturday
as his personal residence, up to
Green Pastures Chairman L. A. Schwartz.
night. He was greeted by the Hon. Mormon Danthe assessed valuation of $6,500 on
iel, city chairman of the Barkley-for-Senator orsaid residence and contiguous real
The following article is a transcript of a
property, except that such proper- salute broadcast, which was made by Keen John- ganization, and spoke in behalf of Mr. Barkley's
candidacy.
ty shall not be exempt from assess- son, vice president of
the Reynolds Metals Comments for special benefits?"
pany, over the Radio Station WKYB, Paducah,
Vote "Yes"!
on Saturday, Oct. 20, during the halftime period
Everett Terrill's tobacco barn, at Chestnut
of the Reynolds Metals Company broadcast of the Glade, burned this
week.
University of Kentucky-Villanova football game.
"For I am persuaded, that
All upper bottoms above Hickman unproneither death, nor life, nor angels,
The salute was as follows: "This evening we
salute the fine city of Fulton, Kentucky, and be- tected by levees are flooded to a depth of several
nor principalities, nor powers,nor
things present, nor things to come, cause of its very interesting geographical ar- feet and practically every crop in that section is
nor height, nor depth, nor any rangement, it is our pleasure to salute the equally lost: This is the highest flood ever known in the
other creature, shall be able to fine city of South Fulton, which lies just across falL
separate us from the love of God, the Tennessee Line. Although two cities in fact,
The Mayfield Mail is the name of a
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." there is but one city in spirit, for all who reside
new
here are Americans, and I think this fact is best newspaper now being published there.
Romans 8:38,39

A Vote For Homestead Exemption Will
Provide Benefits To Our Senior Citizens
A campaign to inform voters regarding the Homestead Amendment, which will be acted on
by referendum in the November
election, is being carried into
counties throughout the state, according to Cad P. Thurman, chairman of a State Citizens Committee organized to support the
amendment's passage.

GIANNUTRI: This small.' since autos. Motorcycles and
rocky island in the Mediterra- scooters will be prohibited. Quiet
nean, a few miles offshore from and beauty will be the lasting
While walking down a crowded
one of Italy's colorful seacoast order of the dayl
Water is brought in by tanker
cities, Porto Stefano, is a
resort
City street the other day,
tranquil refuge amid beautiful and pumped into cisterns, bulk
I heard a little urchin
when Agrippina lived nearby,
surroundings.
To a comrade turn and say,
Giannutri was a hideaway and then into a hilltop tank
once before, nearly 2,000 years constructed when Mussolini had
"Say, Chimmey, lemme tell youse,
ago when Nero built a palatial dreams of developing the island,
villa here for his mother, Agrip- dreams that now are coming
I'd be happy as a clam
pina. She fell out of favor and true under the direction of the
If I only was de feller dat
was executed, and that was the handsome, energetic CaldoMe mudder t'inks I am.
nazzo.
end of that period in Giannutri's
,
Visit Porto Stefano for seahistory.
"She t'inks I am a wonder,
are
coast
beauty, and if you seek a
villa
the
The ruins of
wonderfully well preserved, on ha%en away from noise and
An'she knows her little lad
a promotory looking over the bustle, where the sun shines 350
Could never mix wit' nuttin'
sea toward Corsica, They have days a year. inquire about the
Dat was ugly, mean or bad.
escaped the complete destruction lovely Isla de Giannutri. Our
done to most such structures stay here has been all too short
Oh, lot o' times I sit and t'ink
over the centuries, because the ...the aprtment contort. the
How nice, 'twould be, gee whiz!
.island has lacked water to sup- fine suironting pool. the quiet,
If. feller was de feller
port a village and because the the spectacular scenery and the
rocky shores have made it dif- history all suggest se remain.
Dat his mudder t'inks he is."
ficult to tie up boats.
•••
My friends, be yours a life of toil
A consortium headed by a
Italian movie star, Mario
former
THE FUNNY PAPERS
Or undiluted joy,
Caldonazzo, has acquired this
Recent ladies' day participants
You can learn a wholesome lesson
charming island. It has blasted have been Susan Crain and her
From that small, untutored boy.
out a harbor, built a small hotel tiny brain.—Shreveport Times.
(with excellent dining room),
OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDon't aim to be an earthly saint,
and constructed several villas DOG—male, 6 mo, AKC Ch
With eyes fixed on a star:
strucOther
apartments.
and
sired, white faced, pick of litJust try to be the fellow that
tures were under way. All must ter, all leather interior. Mechanmeet high standards and must ically excellent—Ads. in N.Y.
Your mother thinks you are,
conform to an accepted archi- Times.
tectural style. There will be trails
Will S. Adkin
•• •
only, for travel by horseback,
EAGER BEAVER: A sucDurfee to guard his nephew nome to uoston. Would Lisa cessful marriage is one where
the
husband is as patient with
and had offered him ten thousand be beautiful? Would she still
dollars in cash if he would kill love Susan's brother, Holy? his wife as he is with his secre. famc and fortune don't
the outlaw, but he refused to Would she still be afraid of tary
tell the ex-Ranger what motive the old ballroom? Susan pro- always go to the head; someLester had to murder the boy. tested when Grandmother So- times they go to stomach and
And the other men working on phronia announced that there sometimes to the mouth.—WilBY LUCY DANIEL
the ranch knew nothing about would be a New Year's Eve fred Beaver.
Vincent or his cast. Here, set dance for Lisa in the ballS e.
A few new books have Just has lived in the area all his in the roaring mining camps room, but Sophronia refused
California sells auto license
arrived from ANCO Lease Col- life; and his old mother who and deep in the mountain wil- to change her plan. Nothing
lection Inc., in Atlanta. Let's dreams of a black horse and derness, is an action-packed prepared the household for plates with words to order, as
take a look at some of tin is thereby convinced that a story of men on the vengeanc( the moment when death struck long as they're not indecent,
titles that will be most in de- dreadful accident is going to trail — a trail that was to lead down one of the young people such as: PLATES, for an Oakmand.
happen. Gerald joins in hunt- them to that final terrible con- In extraordinary circum- land dentist; SHRINK. for a
ing in the deer-forest and be- frontation at Torture Canyon. stances. Why scream mani- Redwood City psychiatrist, and
THE HOUSE OF THE DEER comes involved in some hairacally to be let out of a room TWEET for a Redwood family
A QUESTION OF TIME by when you were locked in as a named Birdsong, naturally.
by D. E. Stevenson. This is an raising adventures.
Helen McCloy. The stillness in joke only a moment before,
exciting and suspenseful novel
• 4, •'
laid in the enchanting backAMBUSH
AT TORTURE the old ballroom was torn and there was no one else in
apart
by a scream. Sophronia the room with youl
ground of a deer-forest in the CANYON by Max Brand. Three
FRANKELY SPEAKING:
THE COLOR OF LIFE by A lotta drownings have alcohol
Highlands of Scotland, and was times Silas Durfee, once a ran down the hall to her grandwritten by D. E. Stevenson to Texas Ranger, and Henry Vin- child Lisa. "Why did
you E. John DeWaard. In this book involvement, so I must warn
oblige her many fans who read cent, the nephew and ward of scream?" "Because I have E. J. DeWaard and Jennifer you, "When you drink, don't
"Gerald and Elizabeth" and the rich rancher Thomas Bunce, been here before. All this has Perrott have combined their dive" . . . restaurant graffito:
asked for"more about Gerald." come to grips with the dreaded happened before ..." Was it talents to tell us about the "Our Chef Has Hot Pans."—
Gerald Bur 1 e gh - Brown Spot Lester. In spite of the huge deja vu, the sense ofthe already varied hues to be found in na- Don I. Frankel.
spends a vacation in a primi- price on his head, the outlaw seen, the flash of false recog- ture, and how coloration perL.MIGHT JIVE IIKKAla, A
tive old house miles frord`the
d never been captured. Silent nition common to both normal mits plants aad animals to atnearest village, but It %MN s
great hunting beast, he and abnormal dreams? Is deja tract other plants and animals, roadbuilder. bultaguldn'tineke
long before he makes (fiends would make his kill and vanish. vu, as some believe, a dislo- hide from enemies,
trait. chef,- but
the grade
with the local inhabitantk, tile'Iturfee was marked for mur- cation in the mechanism of tremes in temperature, and I kept hitting the sauce. —Mary
young MacAslans, Gerald's der because he had been a Rang- Time itself? These questions in general, carry on their life Ricketts.
host and hostess, the innkeep- er and an old enemy, but for came back to Lisa's cousin functions. This is a book for The man who
can solve the
er who knows all that goes sinister reasons of his own, Susan, ten years later, when nature lovers, animal lovers, population
problem hasn't been
on in the district; Malcolm Spot was determined to destroy she learned that Lisa, no and the serious student of bio- born yet
....a friend is conMacGregor, the stalker, who young Vincent. Bunce had hired longer a child, was coming logical adaptations.
fused; he bought a Japanese car
With a set of keys on a chain
supported by the fact that there is a single Post stamped "Made in England"
FROM THE FILES:—
my wife tells the kids,
Office to serve both communities. Fulton is a
"Well,
and that's fibusy place; three lines of the Illinois Central sys- nal!" — maybe.
Dom I. Freaked.

IF I ONLY WAS THE FELLOW

•• •

MY FAVORITE STORIESe
Three-year-old Laurie was delighted with the reception Ise
got at church. She told her
mother, "They sans • whole
song just for me ....'Laurie,
Laurie Halleluiah.'"
(The right name for the hymn,
according to another girl, is
"Glory, Glory Honolulu.")
Instead of singing the Doxology phrase, "Praise all creatures
here below," a little girl sang.
"Praise all prqdters, here we
go." It made sense to her because everybody sans it at the
end of the service, just as they
were leaving.—Diek Va. Dyke.
e m.
The MGM record division
recently said it has dropped •
number of recording musicians
who have touted the use of
drugs in their songs, or who
told of using drugs. This is fine,
but Major Points can't understand why the record division
ever used this kind of trash in
the first place! It's time that
the publishing houses, radio and
TV networks and the movies
all understood the danger that
has come because of the way
they have promoted the use of
drugs through articles, songs
and films!

Letters To Editor
Dear Jo and Paul:
It was ask* stoking you at this
Banana Festival. I eartalnly
silloYed the celebration.
If there is ever anything I
can do for you, pietas Mg
free to call on me.
Ken Harper
Secretary of State
Fulton County News —
Lois Haws has Nat want ma
a copy of your paper with the
write-up about my former
teacher, "Miss Givens," and as
a former resident of Fatten,
was so pleased with the aim
In your paper that lain eneloalug my chock fog 14.00 for a
year's subscription.
Sincerely,
Lucile Winstaa
701 Omar
Houston, Tex, 71000
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OCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
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Carol Cardwell Shelia Ray, Tommy Thompson Bridal Couple
Places Second United In Evening Ceremony Honored With
In Dress Revue
Dinner Party
Miss Carol Cardwell, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Larry Cardwell of Route 4, Hickman, wan
second place in the wool division of the District Farm Bureau Women's Dress Revue
held at the Holiday Inn, Paducah on Monday, September 20.
Mrs. Bradford Bussey, district chairman, presided. The
dress revue was narrated by
Juanita Amonette of McCracken
County, home extension agent.
Judges were fashion stylists
from Sears, Roebuck and Company and Jean Elliot of Paducah.
Mrs. W. B. Sowell represented Fulton County in the cotton
division. District winners were
Mrs. Hazel Cook of McCracken
County and Mrs. Charlotte Wilson of Trigg County.
All participants must be
eighteen years of age and over.
A Farm Bureau member must
construct and model her own
garment.

In a September 24 candlelight ceremony Miss Shelia
Ray and Tommy Thompson were
united in marriage at the Riceville Baptist Church. The marriage took place at six o'clock
in the evening.
Reverend Charles Jobe, minister of the church, performed
the double ring
ceremony.
The altar featured a large
arrangement
fan-shaped
of
white glads. Greenery and brass
spiral candelabra with white
tapers formed the background
for the exchange Of vows. Family pews were marked with clusters of bridal wreath.
Mrs. Charles Mulcahy, pianist, presented a program of
nuptial music made up of a medley of sacred music. Mrs.Janie
Notes
McClanahan
sang
"Whither Thou Goest" and "0
Perfect
Love." Traditional
marches were used for the processional and recessional.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a gown
which she designed and made.
The white satin gown featuted

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
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an empire waistline. The empire bodice witha high rounded
neckline
was covered
with
bridal lace, and small covered buttons fastened the wide
cuffs of the long lace sleeves.
Her shoulder length veil was
attached to a satin bow. Her
bridal bouquet of stephanotis
was centered with a white orchid.
The bride chose her sister,
Miss Patsy Ray, as maid of
honor. Miss Carolyn Sisson
served as bridesmaid. They
wore identical
floor length
dresses of apricot bonded crepe
with beige bodices. The waist
and
cuffs were trimmed in
matching
lace with apricot
velvet
ribbon. Their headdresses were of apricot tulle
with matching velvet ribbon.
Each carried a Colonia bouquet of
apricot carnations.
Attending Mr. Thompson as
best man was
Dan Walker.
Ushers were Phil Clifton and
Johnnie Ray, brother of the
bride.
Mrs. Ray, mother of
the
bride, wore a royal blue double knit dress with black accessories. Her corsage was
of white carnations.
Mrs. Thompson, mother of
the groom, wore a green double knit dress with matching
accessories and corsage
of
white carnations.
Following the ceremony, a
reception was given by the
bride's parents in the Fellowship Hall of the church. The
bride's table, which held the
three-tiered
wedding
cake,
was draped with a lace cloth.
Mrs. Jean Newton and Mrs.
James Hicks, assisted by Miss
Emma Mulcahy, served. Miss
Bonita Burton, cousin of the
groom, kept the guest register.

Head Of B&PW
For Emberfon Told
The fastest growing part of
Important items to consider
in keeping your refrigerator a fabric store today is its linor freezer operating at peak gerie and
trim department.
efficiency include these: Do not Fashion sewing is moving under
...over4oad 'the eppliance;'do not cover as creative sewers make
•block.si:•oluilf;'do not hover a their own lingerie. If you are
14thisalittAvitfi5lfailior 'Ade Have intariested St learning 'Some of
or long boxes or bags in the the know-hcnvs of "Sewing Your
appliance, and cover dishes to Own Lingerie," attend one ofthe
prevent mixing of food odors. demonstrations I will be teach— Maxine Griffin, Clinton, Ky. ing from 1:30 - 3:00 at Bardwell on August 26, at Benton
653-2231.
on August 30, at Murray on
CONSUMER RIGHTS
AND August 31, at Mayfield onSepRESPONSIBILITIES — We have tember 1. at Ballard County
the right to expect the textile on September 7, at the Fulton
manufacturers to (1) test their Housing Center Assembly Room
products, (2) conduct wear on Sept. 8 or at Paducah on
trials, and (3) to provide in- September 2. — Kate Thompformative hangtags. Our re- son, Hickman, Ky. 42050 —
sponsibilities are to; (1) read 236-2351
the labels before buying,(2)
Is this a familiar saying?
follow care recommendations
and (3) write the manufacturers "We don't seem to get anyabout faulty performance. — thing for our money." Are you
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- spending too much on: daily
man, Ky. 42050
236-2351 needs such as food andclothing,
rent or home payments, utiliTo handle curved soft fash- ties, transportation, recreaion details, a Tailor's Ham is tion. Do you have too many:
required. Almost all of the insurance payments, instalseams in the bodice of a gar- ment payments. A record of
ment are slightly curved. Skirt expenses is important to show
Seams have some curve from how much money is spent and
the waistline to the hip bone. In helping develop a spending
All of these seams should be plan to get the most for your
pressed over a ham. The ham money. Look for leaks on
can be covered with cotton fab- "spur of the moment" buying.
ric on one side and wool on the Income may be wasted on poor
other. Instructions for making choices. What changes can and
a Tailor's Ham are available should you make/ — Barletta
by writing our office.—Dean Wrather, Murray, Ky. 42071 —
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, 753-1452
Ky. 42066 Phone- 247-2334
* * •••
Function and beauty can be
Soak fresh Brussels sprouts achieved in a small dining area
broccoli in cold water by adding a decorative shelf
and
(2 tablespoons salt for each along one or two walls. Glass,
quart of water) 30 to 60 min- polished wood, wrought iron
remove any insects. or marble will add interest
utes to
— Patricia Curtsinger, Court- in themselves while a shelf
house, Benton, Ky. 42025 — that blends with the wall will
noticeable. Hanging
527-6601
be less
pictures, decorative moldings,
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY'S or other wall decorations fit
LIFE INSURANCE — If you and naturally over a shelf to give
your husband are like many a dining room that personal
other couples, you will prob- touch that makes a room disably find that there are three tinctively you. — Mildred Potts,
particular times during your La Center, Ky. 42056 665-5671
•• * ••
life when circumstances combine to make you think about
What vitamin helps to preeconomic gears. vent your gums from bleeding
a shift in
(1) When you are confronted —and to heal your other wounds?
seemingly endless It's Vitamin C. It holds your
with the
demands on the purses of new body cells and keeps your blood
homemakers. (2) When you vessels strong. Get your supply
tomatoes, cantaloupes,
become parents with the re- from
cabbage,
and strawberries, raw
sponsibility of raising
children. (3) turnip greens, and potatoes.
educating your
The middle years, when you — Maxine Griffin, Federal
lot* ahead to enjoyable retire- Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
ment years. In which section 653-2231
do you fit — is your insurance
adequate at this time? — Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple St.,
TIME AND MONEY SAVER—
Murray, Ky. 42071 759-1452 Your pressure cooker — Did
you know an electric pressure
your cooker comes complete with a
Choose whatever is
pleasure in silhouette, length, control master? It automatifabric and color for the fash- cally controls the heat in a vride
ion
looks are both exciting range of temperature settings.
and prophetic! However, al- When the control master is deways keep in mind the only tached from the cooker, the
constant fashion rule Of today. pan and cover can be washed
For the total look your shoes under water.
These electric pressure
and stockings Must mitten
each other; be they In beige, cookers are available in four
gray, brown, or navy.—Dean and six-quart sizes.—Barletta
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, Wrather, ZOO Maple St., MurPhcoe 247-2334 ray, Ky. Phone: 753-1452 •
KY. 42066

Tom
Emberton for Kentucky's Governor Headquarters
in Louisville has announced
the formation of "Business and
Professional Women for Emberton.'t Mrs. Bryan Omer of
Owensboro will serve as chairman of the group.
Also serving on the Committee will be Mrs.Oscar Cartwright of Russell, vice-chairman, and Mrs. Barry Foreman
of Jeffersontown will serve as
secretary-treasurer.

Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Thompson honored
their son, Ray
Thompson, and his
fiancee,
Shelia Ray, with a rehearsal
dinner for the members of the
wedding party September 23 at
Kentucky Room of The
the
Derby.
The table was decorated with
a centerpiece of yellow pompoms and greenery. Crystal
candleholders with yellow candles flanked the centerpiece.
Those attending were Miss
Ray, Mr. Thompson, Mr. and
Mrs. P J. Ray, parents of the,.
bride, Rev, and Mrs. Charles
Jobe, Mrs.Charles Mulcahy and
daughter Emma, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve McClanahan, Miss Patsy
Ray, Miss Carolyn Sisson,
Johnnie Ray, Dan Walker, Phil
Clifton, and Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Thompson, hosts.

Homemakers
Will Meet
In Paducah

MRS.

BEULAH CANTER of Haws Memorial Nursing Homo

reeds one of the birthday cards she received for her October 7
birthday. Mrs. Canter, from near Mayfield, says she'll be "only
94." Three of her children, Chester, Ralph, and Frank Canter,

The Annual Purchase Area reside near Mayfield also.
Homemakers Meeting will be
held at the Cabana Club, in
The pumpkin month is with
Paducah, Kentucky, on Wednes- us once
again. Before long
day, October 27, beginning at we may be seeing signs of the
10:00 a. m.
first witches, goblins and black
cats gathering. A few early arMrs. Jenette Brown Chaprivals are due Thursday.Seems
man, extension clothing spethey want to be on hand for
cialist, Louisville, will be the
Mesdames Couter and Keating's
guest speaker for the event.
birthday party. Betty Bard and
The title of her talk is to be
Sylviadeen Pewitt will be a
"Best Foot Forward,"
musical addition to our party,
Mrs. Phillip Harrison, state
with Betty at the piano and
homemakers president, will be
Sylviadeen leading our singing.
present to discuss the recent
The rhythm band might strike
National Homemakers meet- up a sound or two with their
tambourines, bells and shakers.
ing, held in Dallas.
Our first Sunday School class
Special entertainment, under
the direction of Mrs. Elmer was held last Sunday morning
McCracken County, under the leadership of Mr.
Whitby,
the election of an Area vice- Cornell Wilson from the South
president, and a buffet style Fulton Baptist Church. Twentyluncheon will all be included five were able to take part in
the morning worship. At four
in the day.
o'clock the Reverend Robert
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer Tel.,,f!'orter of the Nazarene Church
Mrs. Lobbse Short, both Oft - throught our afternoon devolortay County, *Bibs in charge qtiOnel. We are indeed grateful
of group singing. 'the program to the churches of Fulton and
will be completed around 2:00 South Fulton for bringing the
p. m.
ministry to us.
Tickets can be obtained
We are pleased to announce
through your local County Ex- that Mr. Tom Bowden, chief of
tension office before October -the Physical Therapy Depart15.
ment of the Obion County Hospital, will be coming to Haws
on a regular schedule. Tom is
from Fulton and graduated from
Fulton High in 1961. He receiv-

ed a track scholarshipto Oklahoma Baptist where he made
All-American. He received his
BA degree in 1965 and his certification for physical therapy
at Oklahoma Union Medical
Center in 1967.
Tom worked as staff physical
therapist for two years at the
West Texas Rehabilitation Center. He is married to the former Patricia Ann Holding, and
they have two daughters, Tiffany, 4, and Tracy, 3. They live
in Union City.
Tom will provide specific
individual therapy and supervise the nursing staff in rehabilitating techniques.
A note to Mary Lee Swift: if
you'll drop your article in the
nearest mail box it will be read
promptly and answered by return carrier pigeon. Also, of
Interest to Mrs. Veneklasen,
head of the housekeeping department: we have no definite
plans in the immediate future
to re-decorate the dining room
with buttons.
Our chicken - on - the - spot
award this week goes to the
cute gal in charge of admitting,
packaging, and labeling in the
produce department.
frozen

Letter From Washingtop
By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
President Nixon is going to
China. The astronauts are on
their way to the moon. I am
Georgetown's
trudging down
gritty, crabgrassy cobblestones
to the hairdresser to plunge
myself into fashion magazines.
It happens every year. In the
heat of August when watering
the garden is like going into a
steam bath, I suddenly begin to
think of winter clothes. The cotton dresses I thought so nice a
month ago are sagging and limp.
The streets are covered with
hairy hippies with filthy blue
Jeans and I long to escape in
the cool unreal pages of Vogue
and Harpers Bazaar where
immaculate models are posing
at ski resorts in sleek furs and
glorious woolens.
Much has been written about
psychology and fashion. When
the world is in an upheaval,
fashion becomes erratic and
strident. It is, in fact, an outward expression of a person's
inner confusion and uneasiness. Ideally, clothes should
reflect a peaceful state of
mind and not be worn out of
trendy, kinky defiance. They
should be appropriate. T-shirts
are great for sports, but it
takes an extraordinary girl to
look her best in one at night,
We know that being properly
dressed gives enormous selfconfidence, and also reflects
their character very clearly.
Well, you may say, how is
one to be well dressed on a
limited income or even on an
unlimited one/ There area few
basic rules. Do not get carried away by fads and endless
shopping. Decide what you need
for your
way of life. What
colors suit you. And buy few
but good things that all go together — for instance, decide
what your color scheme will
be for winter. If you choose
black, buy the best black shoes
and handbag that you can find,
a black suit or coat and any
colored dress that will go with
it so everything you have for
morning or night can be interchangeable. The beet dressed
women I know have fewclothes
but good thee that harm:aisle
with what they already have
wardrobe. DO
In their
not
worry about the length
of
skirts but choose what is most
becoming for your figure. Even

in Communist China where all
women wear uniform trousers,
the girls are breaking away
from their unisex appearance
again choosing brightly
and
blouses that
make
colored
them pretty.
Here is my fearless forecast. This autumn will start
a revival of civilized feminine
clothes and the aggressive little-league style will leave the
contemporary scene.

147 Enrolled
In Girl Scout
Program Here

Statistics Show
Fulton Grads
Continue School
Present statistics showthat
1971 graduates of Fulton City
High School are continuing the
trend of furthering their education in far above average
numbers.
Data gathered this fall show
that 80 per cent of the 1971
graduates are now enrolled in
institutions of higher education.
They also reveal that 88.88
per cent of the boys are enrolled in college or special schools
and that 74 per cent of the girls
are busy attaining a higher degree.
Statistics further reveal that
48.88 per cent are attending
college in Kentucky.

A total of 147 girls in the
Fulton-South Fulton area have
registered in the Girl Scout
program
through the
Bear
Creek Council.
Scouting is open to girls in
the second grade, or age seven,
through
high school. Three
Brownie Scout Troops have 68
girls registered; two Junior
Girl Scout
Troops have 49
girls, two Cadette Girl Scout
Troops have 22 girls; and one
Senior Scout Troop had eight
girls registered.

Dear Ann Landers We hear a
lot about ecology and the environmental crisis these days.
Too many people say, "Yeah —
it's terrible, but what can I
do about IV" I have an answer.
You can walk instead of ride.
leaders are
Troops and
Put on comfortable shoes and
139—leaders,
Brownie Troop
Mrs. Michael Homra, Mrs. Eu- start earlier. You'll feel better
gene Bard, Mrs. Jack Forrest. for haying done so. If youcan't
Brownie Troop 236—leaders, walk, buy a bike, or Join a
Mrs. car pool. Turn off a light.
McDade,
Mrs. Max
Gigi Turn off a faucet. Get mad at
Charles Henry Jones,
Brock, senior scout assistant. polluters, Report them. Write
Brownie Troop 237—leaders, to your congressman about what
Mrs. Tom Jones, Mrs. Stanley goes on in your community —
Belza, Mrs. Alex Mayo.
I mean those big industries that
are lousing up the air and killJunior Troop 85 — leaders, ing our
beautiful lakes and
Mrs. Robert Cherry, Mrs. Bob rivers. Call your
councilman.
Peterson, Mrs. Jimmy Yates. Pick up a candy wrapper. AtJunior Troop 926—leaders, tend a City Planning
meeting—
Mrs. Forrest McAlister, Mrs. or ANY
meeting where pollu1.arry Carroll, Mrs. Bobby tion is being discussed.
OrganCraven.
ize a glass, aluminum or paper
collection. Clean up the park
Cadette Troop 50 — leaders, near
your home. Give a damn.
Mrs. Glyn Bard, Mrs. J. 4 Read
a book and learn the
Grooms,
facts, Make a speech. Name
Cadette Troop 189—leaders,
names. Plant a tree, Plant a
Mrs. Robert Whitesell, Mrs. thought.
Return your empties.
Gaylen Varden.
Vote. Write your editor. Love
Senior Troop — leaders, Mrs.
Your cry, don't leave it.
W.
Jolley, Jr., Mrs. George Stick
around and clean it up.
Brock,
— 0. 141.0

Pre-Nuptial Parties Honor
Miss Arrington, Mr. Dacus
Miss Linda Arrington and
Carter Olive, Nelson Tripp,
her fiance, Harold Dacus, were Clarence Oliver, Ned Waldrop,
honored at a buffet supper Sat- Helen Bostick, Martha Roberts,
urday evening at the Community Robert Lowery, Lillie Dawes,
Center.
W. L. Jolley, Jr., Kate Myrick,
Hosts for the occasion were: Nell Bayer, Eula Adams;
Mr. and Mrs. Billy WestmoreThomas Greer, Robert
land, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Polsgrove, Frank Gossum, W.
Hawks, and Mr. and Mrs.Har- W. Kitterman, Harry McKinney,
old
Frazier of Shreveport, Lela Coulter, Paul Turberville,
Louisiana, in absentia.
William Parker, Robert Hodge,
Miss Arrington wore a pea- Charles McMorris, Tom Kelly;
cock blue pants suit trimmed in
Albert Johnston, M on et t e
gold braid and a gift corsage of Fowler,
Madeline Goodwin,
white mums. The hosts pre- Brown Thacker, Mary Arringsented the honorees with 's gift ton, Sue Sparks, Lamon )(Ozer,
of china in the chosen pattern. Otis
Melton, Tom Bowden,
The couple was surprised with Martin Nall, and Leroy Sawa fun shower of humorous gifts. yer.
The table carried out a color
Misses Pauline Thompson,
scheme of yellow and bronze Pam Hillyer, Jeanna Kilzer,
with mums in a crystal bowl Winkle Ray, Geri Tripp, Tracey
as the centerpiece.
and Tina Sawyer. Connie MelGuests included: Miss Ar- ton, Alliene Lawrence and Mr.
rington, Mr. Dacus, Mrs. Mary Doug Hillyer.
Arrington, Derrill McAlister,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Todd, Hickman; Mr.and Mrs.Carl Arrington, Union City;
•
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hill, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Mac Workman,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Myatt,
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Stephens,
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Graddy,
Mrs. Wayne Harrington and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King, Dr. Harry Richardson will be
and Mr. and Mrs. MilfordJobe. the featured speakers at the
• ••• •
annual meeting of the Memphis
Miss Arrington was also re- Conference, Women's Society
cently
complimented with a of Christian Service, to be held
bridal party and shower in at
First United
Methodist
Fellowship Hall of the Fulton Church in Mayfield
Friday,
Cumberland
Presbyterian October 8.
Church.
Mrs. Harrington is president
Miss Arrington received the of the Women's Division ofthe
guests dressed in a beige knit United Methodist Church and
trousseau makes her home in Omaha,
dress from
her
with a gift corsage of bronze Nebraska. Dr. Harrington is
pom-poms.
President Emeritus of the InThose attending and sending terdenom Mat tonal Theological
gifts were: Mesdames Montez Center in Atlanta.
McAlister,
Oliver,
Vernon
Others on the program will
Harold L. Dacus, Gussie Bowen, be Mrs. Dennis Page, ConferGeri Braswell and daughters, ence
president, Mrs. Ellis
J. H. Lawrence, Felix Gossum, Finger Jr., wife of the resident
Sr., Robert Bell, Finis Vancil, Bishop of the Nashville Area,
Lois Linton, Annell Goodman, and Mrs. Perry Butler of the
Carl Harrison, Mabel Wood- Reelfoot Rural Ministry.
side, Joe Woodside;
Election of officers will be
Jim Martin, J. P. McClay, held, with Mrs. Wayne Lambof
T. E. Wilson, Jim Dawes, Lean° Paris, Tennessee, as the only
-Roberts, Ellen Hooker, Mar- nominee for president. Mrs.
garet
Winsett, Ruth Linton, Lamb will become the first
W. H. McAnally, Charles Ray, Memphis Conference President
Martha Luther, Jimmy Clem- from the Paris District, and
ents, Carl Arrington;
all Women's Society members
• . throughout .thedistrictaretitged to attend the Mayfield meeting in her support.
AT MED UNITS
A session of the conference
Miss Kathy Meacham, daugh- will be held FridSy night at
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James 7:45 as a joint meeting with
Meacham of Fulton, is enrolled the Wesleyan Service Guild.
;A UT Medical Units, College of Guild members will also meet
Nursing, at Memphis.
Saturday morning at 9:30, with
Miss Ina Randitt of Douglas,
Georgia. as the main speaker.
The Guild luncheon at noon will
conclude the meeting.
Theme of the conference will
be "To whom much is given,
of her is
much required."

WSCS Meeting
Set In Mayfield
For October 8

Toni Marie Howell Engaged
To Johnny Mac McGuire
Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry A.
Howell, Union City, Tennessee,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Toni Marie,to
Johnny Mac McGuire, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. McGuire of
South Fulton.
A graduate of Union City High
School, the future bride served
as vice-president of her senior
class, was elected a senior superlative, was an honor graduate and a member of the Beta
Club. She is presently employed by Overall Jewelers.
Her grandparents are J. K.
Howell of Harlingen, Texas,
and the late Mrs. Louise Posey
Leonard of Union City, and the
late Mr.and Mrs. Douglas White
of Henderson.
Mr. McGuire graduated from
South Fulton High School where
he was a member of the football

and basketball teams. He was
elected Mr. South Fulton High
his senior year, and Best All
Around. He is employed by
Union Carbide of
Paducah.
His grandparents are Mr.and BIRTHDAYS
Mrs. Chester Murphy of MayThe News takes pleasure in
field and Mr.and Mrs. A, A, Mcwishing the following friends
Guire of Dukedom,
"Happy Birthday":
Wedding plans for the NovemVera Smith, October?; Vava
ber 26 event are incomplete,
Finch, October 8; Mrs. Ruth
Puckett, October 9; ,Thomas
Exam, Louise Hicks, Mrs. Bob
McKnight, October 10; Bessie
GUILD WORKSHOP
May Polk, Terry Ruckile, OctoThe Twin Cities Art Guild ber
11; Lana Farabaugh, Sara
workshops in oil and acrylics Linton,
Nan Mahan, Bobby
with Bob Evans, instructor, ate
Pulsgrove, Ronald
Mulcahy,
in session October 12-19-25 from Mrs.
Annie Barham, October
7 to 10 p. m. in the Guild Room 12;
Madge Cummings, Chess
in the Library. Membership
Morrison, John Adams, Pat
dues for the workshops, which
Craven, Bob Winston, October
are for members only, are $10. 13.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Asa iandeia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear 0.: Beautiful! Let's an (and others like her) aren't
hear it for a better quality of moochers. All they get out of
life for more people. Thanks it is sore feet — and criticism
for your letter. I just turned from people like you.I've done
off a light.
a good bit of what you call
"mooching" myself and I'm
Dear Ann Landers: There's still at it — not raffle tickets,
a woman in this town who is a but worthy causes — and I can
professional
volunteer
do- tell you, trying to raise money
gooder. People run when they these days is very tough sledsee her coming. She always ding. But somebody must do it,
has a handful of banquet tickets or a
good many deserving
or
chances on a Chevrolet projects would go down the
or a trip to Las Vegas.
drain.
Last week she caught me
Dear Ann Landers. Please
twice — once for recreational tell me how to cut clean from
equipment for handicapped chil- a very sweet guy who is Boresdren, and again for a needy vine. Maxwell is what every
family, burned out in a fire. mother dreams of for her 17Next week she heads a drive year-old daughter — in tact,
to buy a kidney machine.
this could be the problem. My
This woman is likable but mother
thinks he is MARno one can run into her without VELOUS.
Max is nice looking, a neat
having it cost them money.
Please print my letter so she dresser, well mannered, says
(and others like her) will see all the
right things, makes
how their constant mooching honor grades, plays the piano,
looks to others. Thanks. — Lan- and his dad is a doctor. But
caster, Penn.
he's a sleeping pill. For example, on our last date he
Dear L, P. Of course, it's brought magazine articles
tiresome —being hit repeatedly which he read aloud. Then he
for donations, tickets
and asked me to listen to a Speech
worthy causes — but this wom- which es ow before the De

Molays next week. To top it
all off he brought along a few
hundred snapshots from his
trip.
Max called three times last
week and quick thinking saved
me. But I'm running out .at
excuses. Why can't I tell him
he bores me and end it? Mom
says, "Don't you dare!" Help
me, please. — Two Faced In
Martin's Ferry
Dear T. F.. Why hurt tie
guy needlessly/
Somewhere
there's a gal who would Idle
to look at Max's snapst
and listen to him read arkkcles. (It beats sitting homs
alone on Saturday night.) gip
THREE people a favor and
fix up
Max with a frietri
What awaits you on the otnag
side of the marriage vell?Ifite
can you be sure your marriage
will work'
, Read Ann Landart
booklet, "Marriage — Whet'Tg
Expect," Send your request'16
Ann Landers In care of vonnewspaper enclosing
5
coin and a long, stamped,
addressed envelope.
(C) 1971, Pubashers - lrI
Syndicate

7, 1971
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Jr. High Team Zaps
Western Foes 36-0
'Fulton Junior High dazzled
Wleitern Tuesday: night with a
3(W) score. The • 36 points
brought the team's total in
three games played to 90 points.
have managed to
Opponents
squeeze out 22 points.
Coach Cecil Maddox said
after the game, "Our.boys ran
against some big giants last
night but did a fine ob cutting
them down."
points came
Twenty-four
dIttpig the first half of the
game. During the first quarter, Robert Patton ran 35 yards
for the first touchdown. The extrajxsints were made on a pass
tram Kent Lee to Ronnie Nelms.
The second touchdown in the
first quarter also came after a
run by Patton, this time he
carried the ball 40 .yards. Lee
Nelms again completed
and
the extra points.
After a series of plays and
a quarterback sneak by Billy
Shell, the Fulton team brought
tbe score to 24-0 at half-time.
: A long bomb-shell to Nelms
is the third quarter gave the
touchdown,
team its fourth
h:owever, the extra points were
nbt completed.
: An option from quarterback
Dan Homra to Patton for ten
Yards yielded the final touchdown of the came and the 36Li score.

Office Hours
For Local FHA
Change To A.M.

Coach Maddox praised ofdefense linemen:
fense and
Brian Welch, Kent Hutchins,
Howell,
Jerry
Horn,
Peter
Eddie Greer, Ronnie Nelms,
Andy Hicks, Greg Sams;
Mike Hawks, Tim Connell,
Carl Tibbs, Kent Patterson,
Chuck Williams, Hunter Whitesell, Scott Lawrence, Bryant
Patton, Lincoln McManus, Bill
Brown,
David
Robertson;
Andy
Charles Mulcahy, and
Workman.
He also praised backs: John
Sullivan, Randy Sisk,Jeff Smith,
Fenwick, Randy Wade,
Pat
Richard Reese, Shelby Dallas,
Danny Kimbel, and Dan Homra.
Coach Maddox also cited the
CAUGHT IN THE ACTION .. . Quarter back Billy Shell fights off a Western atfeckfr &NMI
work of Brent Ragsdale and
Siska Yates who are now In- Tuesday night's game at Memorial Stadium. The Fulton Junior High team, coached by Cecil
Jured.
Maddox, had nothing to worry about, though. They won the game 36-0.

Purchase Credit
Meet Set Oct. 14
The 38th annual meeting of
the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Corporation will be
held at the Cayce Elementary
School next Thursday, October
14th.
Activities will begin at 6 p. m.
barbecue supper for
with a
farmers, members and their
families, all members are urged to be present.

HAVE YOU
(Continued from page one.)
separately from facilities for
males.
The current list of regulations has retained the sections
concerning time records, posting of these regulations, and
penalty warnings.
Although the current order
warns: "Failure to Post This
Order Is A Criminal Violation," a quick canvass of half
a dozen Lake Street stores
uncover a posted
failed to
copy, dated either 1912 or 1971.
Violation, according to the
order, could result in fines
for the first offense of not less
than $25 nor more than $50,
and for subsequent offenses
not less than $50 nor more
imprisonment
than $200, or
for not less than 10 days nor
90 days or both.
more than
threatened
The old order
the same fines.
The current law does consignificant section
tain one
not present in the 1912 order.
Female employees must be
given rest periods for at least
10 minutes every four hours,
regularly
in addition to the
scheduled lunch period.
(This, no doubt, was added
after women were allowed to
drink coffee in public, hence,
"coffee breaks.")
With so few ,Manges in a 60year period, one of two conclusions can be reached reprogressiveness
garding the
of laws regulating the employment of females. Either women
have not come such a long way
alter all; or, the regulations of
1412 were unusually progressive and showed much foresight.

Palm usi

Tickets On Sale
Betty's Banter 1 At MSU For
by Betty Higgins
"James Gang
The "James Gang" will present the first concert of the

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED her 23. It's a shame that a school year at Murray State
comparatively small sum is University October 24.
student
Sponsored by the
Without beating an issue to holding up the ordering of unideath, I'd like to make a com- forms. Consider yourself part government, the three-member
ment on the September 27 com- owner of the band; send dona- group will begin the program
mission meeting at which the tions to Mrs. Helen Campbell, at 7:30.p. m. in the university
fieldhouse. Also appearing will
issue of a new city hall was Eddings Street, Fulton.
be the R. E. 0. Speed Wagon.
debated. As was reported, a
KIDDING
BE
MUST
YOU
Members of the "James
delegation of citizens, mostly
to
store
from
running
While
are: Jim Fox, drums,
Gang"
merchants, attended the meeting and expressed their views store trying to locate a copy of piano and vocal; Dale Peters,
concerning the proposal. Now, the current regulations govern- bass guitar and vocal; and Joe
I'm sure there are many other ing female employees,I encoun- Walsh, lead guitar, organ and
persons with either
slightly tered some interesting com- vocal.
even opposing ments. The employees at one
differing or
1966, the
Together since
views. But unless those per- store pointed out to their manNew Color T.V. & Phones
Directly on the ocean
sons make those views known, ager the section dealing with group has had two gold albumsnail rooms
Private Beach
49."
every
for
"Funk
one
and
chairs,
Away"
"Walk
providing
they'll never be heard. Be asBeautiful motel rooms
Swimming Pool
Lou Romeo, a New York
sured that I am not expressing three persons. Unperturbed, the
equipped
fully
and
concert
Air-Conditioned, heated
who is the
an opinion pro or con. It sim- manager pointed to the stairs senior
efficiencies with two
Coffee Shop
ply seems imperative that on all and began counting, one, two, chairman for the student govnew double beds
prices
ticket
said
....
ernment,
three
issue of such magnitude, all
Cocktail lounge
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
concert are $2.50,
for the
facets
should be considered.
SelfService Laundromat
A MERE TECHNICALITY
$3.00 and $3.50.
Din er's Club
Commission meetings are held
Free-Self parking at your
From time to time you hear
American Express
every second and fourth Mondoor
Tickets may be purchased
other
Carte Blanche
days of each month. And they about unusual laws in
Pool Table
Master Charge
countries, and in this one, too. in the lobby of the Waterfield
are open to the public.
Shuffleboard
Bank-Amer icard
A recent case brought to light Student Union Building beginAT IT AGAIN
Charger
Free golf next block
ordered
This time of year always a law, that, evidently, few peo- ning October 11 or
brings to mind Thomas Paine's ple are aware of. I'm speaking through the mail by sending a
2444OUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICE
self-addressed,
a
and
check
wantwife
the
famous "These are the times of the one where
that try men's souls." Only I ed to resume the use of her stamped envelope to: James
don't remember them in con- maiden name, even though she Gang Concert, c/o Student Govnection with revolution or dis- was not divorced. In the end ernment Office, Murray State
e won the case because it University, Murray, Kentucky
sent. I recall them about
Resort Motel
s that there is no law to 42071.
each day when the weather t
contrary. Talk about a mix
from !be cltilly-morning tY
-II Conveniently LocatedNewspaper people espethe hottest-day-In-July kin
?' lust minutes to all day or
night activities-Directly on
ally
have a lot of trouble
several others didn't getcau
the ocean
in the same deceptive trap, I'd with Miss and Mrs. titles. If
Write or Call for Brochures
feel very stupid wearing fall too many women follow suit, the
and rate Charts
confusion will really be unbeclothing in 90-degree heat.
0.1 Clark-Owner-Manager
Man's only worth is as a
lievable.
Phone-305-947-2613
humble instrument of the UniSTRIKE UP THE BAND!!!
18901 COLLINS AVENUE MIAMI BEACH. FLA 33160
SPEAKING OF LAWS
Mr.
Patterson, director for
versal Power.
Talking about laws brings to
the Fulton High Band, told me
this week that the fund for band mind
something our
bookuniforms is only $1,500 short. keeper Karen Rice told
me
He also said that the lack of once. Her mother, Barbara,
uniforms is one reason the band is city clerk and has adminwill not be participating in the istered the oath of office on
Regional Marching Band Festi- occasion. It struck her funny,
val to be held in Murray Octo- as it did me the first time I
heard it, that the oath still
contains lines concerning duelWEATHER REPORT
ing, and being a second in a
(From current readings and duel.
Even more peculiar is an
records of Jim Hale, South
ordinance which, I guess, is
Fulton.)
still on the books. When there
was an
epidemic of yellow
Dare High Low
Preclp.
fever, several roads to Fulton
were
closed
and residents of
SEPTEMBER 1971
Cairo were forbidden to enter
67
90
1
17
town. As far as I know,though,
2
88
70
.10
they're welcomed now.
3
71
87
.42
4
93
70
.00
5
92
70
.00
94
6
71
.00
66
98
7
05
8
97
68
00
9
96
68
00
10
94
68
00
11
68
85
.15
60
84
12
.02
Jeannie Turner of the Fulton
6 NATURAL 'RIDGE STATE
I KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
93
13
54
... in Kentucky's luxurious State Resort
.00 County High School showed an
RESORT PARK
STATE RESORT PARK
Rel.- kr 403,
6
96
G.Ibetts.ntie KentuckY 42044
14
57
.00 Angus steer that was judged
Parks ... two package rates-$31 plus tax
Oroue 6061 663 2.'14
Phone 15021 362 4271
15
88
65
.20 Grand Champion in the Murray
for one person, ori55 plus tax for two.
7 CUMBERLAND FALLS STATE
2 LAKE BARKLEY
16
62
RESORT PARK
73
RESORT PARK
District 4-H Club and FFA
The one low price covers Your lodge for
Cott,u, Kentucky 40701
Cad., Kentucky 42211
17
62
82
on Show and Sale last Monday,
Phone 6061 528 4121
None (5021 522.3261
two nights, and all meals from evening
86
18
61
8 CARTER CAVES STATE
3 BARREN RIVER LAKE
.00 September 27. This 990-pound
dinner on the day of your arrival through
RESORT PARK
RESORT PARR
74
19
59
1.20 steer was purchased by E. W.
0,e11.11 Kentucky 41164
AS Kentucky 42156
lunch the third day
Phone i606, '864111
(None (5021 646 2151
66
20
58
.01 James & Sons for 75C per lb,
Start any day! The Vacation Package Plan
MINI' WILEY STATE
4 GENERAL BUTLER
21
74
46
or $740.50.
WSW PARK
RESORT PARK
is in effect from September 6, 1971
Ptestnusbote Kentucky 41653
22
75
Cloculton Kentucky 41008
52
The reserve champion was
.01
Phone 4.00 AP6 271! •
Nom 0021 732 4384
through March 31, 1972, except for the
23
80
59
.00 also an Angus steer showed by
GREENER) LAKE STATE
5 LASE CULARERLAND STATE
Christmas holidays, December 22 through
24
81
62
RESORT PARK
RESORT PARK
.00 Lou Ann Turner. This calf was
Coornup. Kentucky 411441
Jamestown Keotucky 43624
Bank
December 26.
25
83
. ..
62
.so purchased by the Citizenspound.
None 16061 473 7324
t5021 3133111
TRY TWO!.. one after the other in the
26
83
67
.01 of Hickman for 50C per
27
same or different parks ...
88
65
.00
90
28
70
For individual park brochures, write
96
29
60
TRAVEL
30
79
65
Department of Piiblic Information
OCTOBER 1971
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
1
96
65
1,
Telephone the park of your choice,
2
93
63
OR, call Central Reseryat,ons TOLL FREE front any Kentucky phone I -800- 372-2961
•
63
90
3
ANDREWS
52
4
74
64
Jewelry Company
°5
82
5
60
.00

Right here at

....-

MIAMI BEACHI
f/H' lull

at a price you can enjoy!
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filhispering.Palms

FALL
WI N TER
SPRING
Azia

CANCER TESTING

Pap tatting for cervical cancer will be given at the health
department in Fulton and Hickman October 18 from 8 a. rn.
to 4 p. m by appointment
only. For appointments call
236-2825
Kenneth M. Heath, County -172-1982 (Fulton) or
Supervisor for Farmers Home (Hickman).
Carlisle,
Administration for
Fulton and Hickman Counties,
has announced changes in ofAUSTIN NAMED HEAD
fice periods from afternoons
to mornings for Carlisle and
David Austin, Futon, has
Fulton Counties effective Fri- been appointed chairman of the
day, October 8, 1971.
Fulton County Young KentuckThe new hours for Fulton ians for Ford-Carroll. InterestCounty will be from 9:00 to ed persons under 40 can call
11:30 a. m, on the second and him at04n72-1753 for further infourth Thursday in each month
in the basement of the Post
Office Building in Hickman.
The new hours for Carlisle
County will be from 9:30 to
11:30 a. m. on the second Friday in each month in the Soil
Conservation Office in BardCOUNTRY LIVING, CITY
well.
CONVENIENCES: 24 ACRES,
The headquarters office is Completely remodeled older
located in the Federal Building home, modern kitchen, waR to
in Clinton and is open five
wail carpet. Located 7 Man
days a
week, with Monday
North. of Fulton. Just off Pilot
mornings open for calls without
Oak, Water Vakey 30d Priced
appointment.
at f17,500.00 City Water, Neetura{ Gas.
TO ASSIST VETS
Mr. H. S. Miles, contact repEAST: OBION COUNTY,
resentative of The Bureau of
Veterans Affairs, will be pres- 6 W*6from City Limits South
ent on October 15 at the(1'm. Fulton: 52 acres, almost new
herof Commerce in Fulton to brick home. fire Owe, den,
assist veterans and the-ie de- difevosher, 2 ponds, email
penderes with claims for bene- fake. Completely fenced with
Cis due them as a result of their American wire, new barn, farmilitary service. Hie writ be rowing tiou3e. This farm hen
present from 9:00 o. m. until crveryChing, and must be seen to
be appreciated Priced at a
3;00.p. in.
firm )15,000.00, has City Water.
••••
IN
CAYCE
KENTUCKY,
large 2 acre lot smell home,
good
of
state
repair.
IDEAL
140 Broadway. South Fulton
FOR and E ONIE WHO NEEDS
A Eh/EXPENSIVE PLACE TO
Phone 479.11164
LP/E. WILL SEIM FOR CASH,
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
(Roe) Chew) OR VIRANCE
-Vinyl and Tile
WITH LOW
DOWN PAYCarpetingi
MEM'.
McGee
-Downs and
-Upholstering, Modern and
CALL WICK SMITH, BROKAntique
ER, 472-1291 Night or Day'
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Fulton, Kentucky

S. P. MOORE la CO

Here's the number: 555-1212.
That's long distance directory assistance, and it gets
you any phone number in any phone book in the country.
Here's how.
Just dial "1:' then the area code (if different
from your own),then 555-1212. That connects you with
the Directory Assistance Operator for the city you're
calling. Just tell her whose number you want.
Then write it down (so you'll have it next time),
and dial it direct. Just dial"!' the area code (if
different from your own), and the number.
Next time you need an out-of-town
telephone number,remember, 555-1212.
It's one little number that's worth
a thousand phone books.
@South Central Bell
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Pirs. Alma M.Lee

Mrs. Thacker

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

Mrs. Ceymour Thacker of
Mrs. Alma M. Lee, widow of
the Rev. T. 0. Lee, died Thurs- Orlando, Florida, died suddenly
Navy Airman Terry N. Patey,
day, September 30, at the Fulton Friday, October 1, at the home son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
of her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Hospital.
Patey of 808 Walnut Street,
Survivors include two grand- Earns Ridgway in Wing°.
Hickman, Kentucky, has gradIn
Born
Weakley
County,
two
and
children
great-granduated from recruit training at
April 3,
1892, she was the
children.
Training Center,
the Naval
Services were held Saturday, daughter of the late Lube and Orlando, Florida.
Her
October 2, at 3:30 p. m. at Francis Moore Webb.
a
Patey is graduate of Fulton
the Roberts Funeral Chapel with husband, Bill Thacker, pre- Community High School, Hick1939.
her
in
ceded
death
in
the
and
Leggett
L.
J.
Rev.
the
man, Kentucky.
Rev. Robert Cole officiating. She was a member of the Sandy
Primitive Baptist
Interment was in Highland Park Branch
Army Private James L.
Cemetery. Roberts Funeral Church.
Adams, 18, son of Mr.and Mrs.
Survivors include a son, NoHome in Mayfield had charge
W. Adams, 333 Main,
James
via Thacker, Wingo, two daughof the arrangements.
Hickman, Kentucky, recently
Ridgway,
ters, Mary Ezma
completed eight weeks of basic
Wing°, and Mrs. Camilla HenArmy
training at the U. S,
ley of Orlando, Florida, 10
Training Center, Armor, Ft.
grandchildren, a brother, G. D
Services for Jimmy Terry Webb, Fulton; and several Knox, Kentucky.
He received instruction in
Byrd, stillborn infant of Jamet nieces and nephews.
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
and Faye Dennis Byrd of Route
Services were held Sunday,
reading, combat tactics,
map
1, Crutchfield, were held at 10 October 3, at 1 p. m.at the Jackjusa. m. Monday, October 4, at son Funeral Home, with the Rev. military courtesy, military
army history
Rock Springs cemetery with the James Holt officiating. Inter- tice, first aid, and
traditions.
Rev. J. F. McMinn officiating ment was In Good Springs and
liornbeak Funeral Home was Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements.
The infant leaves his parents,
two half-brothers, James Perry
Byrd of Crutchfield, and Willie
Miss Martha Ethel PerryG. Byrd, Fulton, a half-sister,
Mrs. Patricia Sue Laster, Ful- man, Clinton native, died at the
Clinton-Hickman
County Hoston.
pital Friday, October 1.
Miss Perryman and her
brothers, John P. and Robert
owned and operated
Perryman,
of
Morris
E.
Carrie
Mrs.
Lynnville died at the Clinton- the Hitching Post gift shop in
Hickman County Hospital at Aurora on Kentucky Lake for
3:10 p. m. Sunday, October 3, 22 years. The business had
following an extended Illness. recently been sold and Miss
had returned
to
of Perryman
She was '74 and the wife
Clinton.
Thomas M. Morris.
Her only other survivor is
She was the daughter of the
late G. L. and Lou Burnett a sister, Mrs. Pauline Hussey,
of Clinton.
also
County.
Graves
Pittman of
Services were held Sunday,
Besides her husband, she
leaves a son, Glynn Morris of October 3, at the Hopkins and
Tullahoma, Tennessee; two Brown Funeral Home in Clinsisters, ton with the Rev. John Deal ofgrandchildren; two
Mrs. Maggie McCuan of Lynn- ficiating. Interment was In the
Ville and Mrs. Edna Brooks of Clinton Cemetery.
Mayfield, and several nieces
and nephews.
She was a member of the
Lynnville United Methodist
Mrs. Ruby Myrick Bowlin,
Church where funeral serv- wife of Herman L. Bowlin, died
ices were held at 2p. m.Tues- Tuesday, September 28, in the
day, October 5. Interment was Volunteer General Hospital in
Baptist Martin. She was 68.
in the Lynnville
Church cemetery.
Besides her husband, she
leaves four sons, Duel Bowlin
and Bobby Bowlin, both of Martin, Roy Bowlin of Mundelein,
Mrs. Eva Sutton, well known Illinois, and Paul Bowlin, who
in this area, died at 5 a. m. is in the army, two daughters,
Wednesday, September 29, in Mrs. Dorothy Dawson of DresDearborn, Michigan, following a den and Mrs. Georgia Ables
of Martin, and three sisters,
lengthy illness.
Survivors include her hus- Mrs. Martha Kimble of Fulof
band, Garland E. Sutton; three ton, Mrs, Agnes Kimble
-sonar Richard, William, and Union -City and Mrs. Pauline
Franklin Sutton; several grand- Fagan of Palmersville.
Services were held at 2.30
children.
Services were held Saturday, p. m. Thursday, September 30,
at
October 2, at 1 p. m. at the at Bowlin Funeral Home
Howe-Teterson Funeral Home Dresden. Interment was in
Pisgah Cemetery.
in Dearborn.

Army Captain Richard O.
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Williams, 715 Marr St.,
Hickman, Kentucky, recently
completed a 34-week Air Defense Artillery Officer Advanced course at the U.S. Army
Air Defense School, Ft. Bliss,
Texas.
The course provides training in air defense missile weaponry, operations and tactics,
and a variety of elective subjects such as computer operations, systems analysis, field
artillery operations, and effective writing.
Captain Williams entered the
Army in September 1960 and

Jimmy Terry Byrd
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was last stationed at Ft. Hood,
Texas.
He Is a 1960 graduate of Fulton County High School, Hickman, Kentucky.
The captain holds the bronze
star medal, the army commendation medal and the air
medal.
His wife, Alice, lived in El
Paso, Texas, during his training.
Doss E. Baker, son of Claude
901 Ashland Street,
Baker,
Hickman, Kentucky, recently

was promoted to Army Chief
P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, October 7, 1971
Warrant Officer, Grade 2.
He is serving as a radar
PRA AWARDS
technician with headquarters
battery of the 230 Infantry diwill be represenbed
Kentucky
vision artillery near Chu Lai,
in Kansas City, Missouri nevi
Vietnam.
week by one FFA chapter to
CWO Baker entered the Army
InFebruary, 1953, and was staMr Woodfen McLean, ad- be recognized with national
*
tioned at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma,
Reverend James W. Best,
ministrative assistant to Con- swards in the Building Our
Baptist
before arriving overseas
in pastor of the First
gressman Ed Jones, is pres- American Communities ProAugust, 1970.
Church of Fulton, is repreently recovering from a mod- gram. The Fulton °aunty ChanHis wife, Bertha, lives in senting the thirteen Baptist
erate heart attack which he suschurches of Fulton County in
Elgin, Oklahoma.
tained on Saturday, September ter Hickman will receive recosthe Envoy Program initiated
25.
ter at Hickman will receive
this month at Georgetown Coldoctors, recognition at .t h e BOAC
According to his
lege.
formerly of Alamo awards presontation progra.n.
McLean,
Reverend Best said that the
and Trenton, Tennessee, isreprogram is primarily a liaison
covering satisfactorily in Room
to keep the churches of the state
316, Jefferson Memorial HosNew members were elected informed about what its schools pital, 4600 King Street, Alexare
accomplishing.
and
doing
by the Board of Trustees ofthe
andria, Virginia, 22302.
Ills also a fund-raising proCommunity Mental Health Center of Western Kentucky, Re- gram for continuing the theogion I, before the fifth annual logical education and physical
COFFEE
dinner meeting held recently advance of the college, he said.
See us for - - The pastor of each Baptist
at the J. U. Kevil Center in
Women
of the First Christian
Church in the state has been
Mayfield.
Church
will
o
have
WedCoffee
to
to
envoy
an
invited
appoint
Your Insurance Needs
New members include: Rev.
nesday. October 13. from 10
William G. Adams of Fulton the College. Russell E. Bridges,
Director of Development at a. m. to 4 p. m. in the dining
County.
r3OM at the First Christian
Among those re-elected to Georgetown, is servicing the
Church on Carr Street. Pie.
the board for a new term is Envoy Program and will provide
Fulton 472-1341
cake and sandwiches will be
Judge James C. Menees, Fulton bi-monthly information to the
sori
churches.
County.

Reverend Best
Is Selected For
Envoy Program

Jones' Assistant
Is Recovering

Two From Couniy
Named To Board

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

Miss Perryman

Mrs. Carrie Morris

Mrs. Ruby Bowlin

Mrs.Eva Sutton

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs., Harvey Vaughan

Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Hester Bennett Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams.
Last Sunday afternoon Mr.
Welch Cavender came by and
brought us a bucket of okra
and a big bag of fresh peas
shelled. That's what I call a
good neighbor.
Last Saturday, Mrs. Judy
and little daughter
Johnson
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams awhile Saturday night.
The work has been going
along good on the new blacktop road near us until the rain
over the weekend.
Mrs. Henson Jones visited
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
a while Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal
Rogers and little daughter and
Mrs. Cliff Taylor visited Cliff
Taylor, who is a patient in
the Veterans Hospital in Memphis, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett
In Water Valley had as their
guests Mr.
Sunday evening
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon.
Everett Williams visited with
his sister, Mr. and Mrs.Claud
McNeil Monday through Saturday of last week while Mrs.
Williams was a patient in Hillview Hospital.
glad to be back
We are
home. Thanks to all who remembered us in any way.
The gas line people are
with
troubles
still having
their testing the gas lines.
Mr. and Mrs.Jewell Williams
Will soon be moving into their
We
new home in Feliciana.
hope they will be very happy
there.
We are enjoying nice fresh
mustard greens from our neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Henson
Jones' garden.

The favorable weather is encouraging the harvest of all
crops to progress very favorably in this community. Needless to say that all farmers
are very busy making the most
hay, corn,
harvesting
of
potatoes and silage.
beans,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Stewart
from Grayling, Michigan, are
visiting relatives and friends
here. They and their father,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Nee, attended
the service at Oak Grove Sunday morning.
Mrs. J. B Nanney continues
to improve at her home after
being dismissed from the hospital a few days ago.
Mrs. Milburn Conner has
been a patient at the Fulton
Hospital the past week due to
an injury to her knee.
Mr. E. 1. Brundige was honored with a birthday supper
Saturday night. Mr. Brundige
seems to be in favor of birthday dinners and suppers, also,
as he had shared the honor of
a birthday dinner a few days
the
before. Those enjoying
bountiful supper were Mr. and
Mrs. Wiley Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
Durrell Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Barber and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Ross
have returned to their home
in Michigan, after spending
several days with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Burette Ross and
other relatives.
Mrs. Paul Reams and Mrs.
attended
Jimmie Westbrook
the Golden Wedding Anniversary Observance in Martin honoring Mr. and Mrs. Carrot
Hamm last Sunday afternoon.
WINS
Terry Biehslicb, 10-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lou
Bietishch, was the first place
winner in the potty class at the
Fulton Horse Show Friday
night.

Greenfield Monument— Works

in ', irgiuiia
The Old Church at Jameoti".
after being rerinred in the 'ear 1406 In that cit.

ylit M;

people who are not
taught the solace of prayer,
and the joy of faith, are being
denied life's most profound opportunity for peace. To Mothers
and Fathers everywhere, your re-

ligion urges that you teach your
children that it is for their own
happiness that the Church asks
them to visit it every Sunday.
There are special services for
Youth, as He Himself wished it.

EGULARLY

INCH

ITEND

The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms .

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Setter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

SUPERMARKETS

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

234.2655

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

4711471

305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments of

Fulion Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 68 Veers

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
Greenfield

W. D. Powers

Phone 235-2293

Fulton
Phone 472-1053
NTY.

KY.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn,

Hornbeak Funeral Home
NO Carr Stre,.'
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ise,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

t
Henry Edwards Trucking Cig%
MC0192
Clinien, Ky.

us.=

-t-Az
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Area Ballplayer, Frank Streety
Will Clown With Globetrotters
Frank Streety, former b 1wizard and "clown
handling
prince" of the Murray State
team,
University basketball
seems headed for the national
spotlight as a member of the
world-famous Harlem Globetrotters,
Streety, 22, whose antics
and ball-handling wizardry delighted Thoroughbred crowds,
both on the road and at home,
1968-69 and the
during the
1969-70 seances, is in Chicago
for five days working out with
the Globetrotters and learning
routines before joining
their
the team following his graduation from Murray State in
December.
Taking a few minutes out
practice teaching
from his
duties with the first six grades

The sewing circle has almost
disappeared. In its place, we
have the "saying circle" where
that obnoxious phrase, "they
say," "they say," "they say"
often pollutes the air. Sometimes it is idle chatter or Innocent banter, but too often it Is
vicious and malicious.
Gossip can be an assassin of
character. if untrue, it leaves
the
victim defenseless for
many rounds of "they say."
Shakespeare put it this way:
"He who steals my purse
steals trash
But he who robs me of my
good name
Enriches not himself and
makes me poor indeed."
To delight in gossip makes
one wonder if it doesn't often
spring from envy, jealousy or
incompetence. It makes some
people feel superior to kick a
few skeletons out of someone
else's closet or hang some
dirty linen on the line. It inflates the ego of the gossiper
and is calculated to deflate the
ego of the victim. All of this
is a negative approach. The
poet, Alexander Pope, stated
it this way:
"All looks infected that the
Infected spy,
As all looks yellow to the
Jaundiced eye."

Between Martin & Union CM,
11.

CLOSED
TUES. - WED. • THURS.
OCTOBER 3 • 4 • 5
FRI. - SAT, OCT. 8 • S
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK

Two Mules For
Sister Sara
— AND —
Cockeyed Cowboy of
Calico County
HE'S A GLOBETROTTER NOWI—Former Murray State University basketball player Frank Streety, 22, demonstrates some

DOUBLE FEATURE

of his ball-handling antics for soma, of his students at the Mur-

STARTS AT DUSK

ray State University School, where he is doing practice teaching.
A bouncy crowd-pleasing guard with the Thoroughbreds foe two

Wild Bunch
— AND —
Ballad of
Cable Hogue

seasons, Streety is expected to join the world-famous Harlem
Globetrotters following his graduation from Murray in December, and will be billed as "Shake 'n' Bake" Streety.
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woody alien's
"bananas"
:GP C01.013 Or Del ute' United Artists
Sun. - Mon. and Tues.

Christopher C Dewey and Dennis Friedland
Present A Cannon Production

CANNON RELEASE
Color hy Deluxe

GPj

at the
University School on
the Murray campus, Streety recently told how he was selected by the Globetrotters this
past summer.
Raised in the ghettos of New
York City, he was playing man
open tournament on the outdoor,
hard-surfaced courts of the
parks when he was
Harlem
spotted by a Globetrotter scout
invited to a week-long
and
tryout camp in Chicago in late
July.
Playing in the same tournament were Walt Frazier of the
New York Knicks, and Lew
Alcindor, a former teammate
of Streety's
on the outdoor
courts at Public School 170 in
New York and now one of the
highest paid players in professional basketball and a member of the Milwaukee Bucks.
Detroit
from the
Scouts
Royals
Cincinnati
Pistons,
and the New York Nets also
invited Streety to their rookie
camps after seeing him play
in the Harlem parktournament,
but he had long nursed an ambition to play with the Globetrotters and elected to go to
Chicago for a try at the team.
There he found 39 others
with the same aspiration, but
this didn't send him bouncing
off in despair. He had always
had to fight for every break
that came his way, and this
was his big chance.
At the end of the day, each
man's performance was rated
by Mel David a Globetrotter
regular in charge of the camp,
and the squad trimmed until by
the end of the week only Streety
and four
others were left.
Rated No. 1 in the camp, he
and the other four were then invited to join the 'Trotters, and
are now in the process of negotiating their playing contracts.
The Globetrotters, he said,
plan to bill him as "Shake'n' be
Bake" Streety, and he'll
playing alongside such famous
stars as Meadowlark Leman,
bald-headed Curley and
the
Pablo Robinson, all of whom
were on hand the last day of
the tryout camp to officially
welcome the new players "to
the family."
"All the regulars came in
that day and formed a big Or-

NOTICE

Will Begin

Bar-be-que supper at Cayce Elementary School

CLOSING ALL DAY ON SATURDAYS

Thursday, October 14 al 6 p. m.

Cannon Insurance Agency

Prof Will Speak

Director Parnell Garrigan, report
General Manager Cloys Hobbs, report

HILL VIEW
Stevie McClure, Dukedom;
Clifton Joy, Cayce; James Conner, Jr.,,Union City; Mary
Francis Vaughn, %Pingo; Ronnie
Wiggins, Ernest Howard, Water
Valley; Veneda Moss, Martin;
Bonnie Gossum,Sedalia; Thomas Michael Jones, ViolaStrong,
Debbie
Ralph Jackson, Jr.,
Harris, Jimmy Gilbert, South
Fulton; Judy Russell, James
Mac Cooper, Lee Ann Smith,
Norma Jean Mulcahy, Fulton.
FULTON
Emma West, Oakton; Elberta
Owens, Palmersville; Cornelia
Laws, Dresden; Mary Ellen
Collins, Union City; Mary Catherine Adams, Bernice Barnes,
Almerine Yates, Water Valley;
Danny Stroud, Marjorie Sans,
Marvin Burkett,
Crutchfield;
Bttford Walker, Radie Collier,
Clinton, Walter Davis, Hickman;
Mitchell Powell, Dukedom;
Darlene Alexander, Mattie ElFields, Egbert
liott, Clella
Frazier, Charlie Freeman, H.
King, WilLessie
Jones,
F.
liam C. Sloan, Buford Wicker,
Carol Williams, Hattie Witherspoon, South Fulton; Beatrice
Beard, Sidney L. Carver, Barbara Cochran, Clarence Cook,
Lilly M. Dawes, Nell Graham,
Mary Anne Milner, Jeston C.
Nanney, Mary D. Nowlin, MayReeves,
non Outland, Olive
Jane Shelton, Ruth Terry, Icie
Workman,
Townsend, Elsie
Bell Lowery, Ruth Moon, Fulton.

THERMAL BATHS can help you
enjoy a MAJESTIC VACATION

services but Just to have a litcle," Streety recalls. "Then
tle fun, he said to his former
all the new players went around
patient: "Sam, when are you
inside of the circle and
the
going to pay me for sewing up
met each one personally. They
replied,
Sam
your face?"
are a great bunch of fellows,
"Lordy golly goodness, Dr.
and I am looking forward to
Baird, I can't even pay my
with
and traveling
playing
Just and honest debts, much
them."
less paying you."
Apparently the Murray fans
got only a glimpse of the 6"A ROSE BY ANY OTHER
foot, 160 - pound Streety's
NAME WOULD SMELL AS
clowning and ball-handling abilSWEET"
ities during his two years with
judge in a small town in
,
the Thoroughbreds.
Florida, in reviewing some of
"The 'Trotters let you go,"
NO-GO
the humorous Incidents which
he said with his wide, infectious
tad occurred in in his career,
grin. "They let you have all the
Several decades ago when told me this story:
freedom you need to do what- Calvin Coolidge was presiding
before
A chap appeared
ever comes naturally whether officer in the state senate in
you have the ball or not. There Massachusetts, the following
just aren't many set plays and incident occurred:
patterns to restrict you like
Two state senators with difyou have to follow in college." ferent viewpoints on many matAccording to Mrs. Shirley ters of state business seemed
Wilferd, his supervising teach- to take delight in heckling and
er at the University School, interrupting the other
chap
Streety is one of the most popu- while he was making a speech
lar student teachers ever to
Harlem, Streetv
work with the students there. School in
"The kids love him," she went csi to graduate and came
says. "He has no discipline to Murray State in 1968 after
problems, and when he talks two years of play at Broome
Binghamton, N. Y.
to them, they listen Intently. Tech at
Streety is extremely anxious
This, I suppose, stems from
his vast experiences in work- to get his degree in physical
New education from Murray before
ing with youngsters in
joining the Globetrotters, alYork."
This experience Streety gain- though this could pose a probof
summers
lem as the team is scheduled
ed during three
work In recreational programs to leave soon for a tour of Italy.
At the moment, he is not
in the parks ofthe ghetto areas
where he was raised in New sure whether or not they will
York. He taught swimming, insist he go along, but if they
math and reading to the under- do, he will, he says.
"I'll just have tocome backto
privileged children, and took
thetakon field trips to the zoo Murray next summer and finish
and other points of educational up," he said. "I want that degree, but I also want to play
Interest.
Although his parents died ball with the Globetrotters. This
when he was a junior and a is my chance for that, and I don't
senior at Eastern District High want to miss it."
a

The following Insurance Agencies

BEGINNING OCTOBER 9th:

on the senate floor.
This heckling continued for
severaL weeks during this particular session of the senate.
Each time either one of these
senators arose to speak, the
one would start the
other
heckling. Finally, one day one
of them became so irritated
while making a speech that he
stopped his talk and said to
go
Just
the heckler, "You
straight to hell." Whereupon
walked
the offending senator
up to the dais and said to Cal
Coolidge, "Did you hear what
senator said to me?"
that
"Yes," answered M r.Coolidge,
him tell you to go to
heard
"I
hell." "Well," said the offended senator, "What are you
going to do about it?" "Nothing," said Cal Coolidge. "I've ALL HAIL TO THE CAPTAINS ... Mark Owens, left, and Willooked up the law and you don't liam (Fop) Lee were chosen captains of the football team at
have to got"
Fulton City School. The captains will crown the homecomPERFORMANCE IN RHYME ing queen, Miss Anita Sublette, in pregame activities Friday
A crippled old cobbler in night at Memorial Staduim.
a
Spartanburg, S. C., made
practice of writing his bills or him one morning wanting to
statements for shoe repairs in change his name. 'What is
the form of rhymes — much to your name?" asked the Judge.
the delight of his customers. .My name is Joe Stinkaroo,"
Hunt Smock will speak in FulA friend of mine once receiv- was the reply. "Well," said
ed One of these poetic state- the judge, "I believe if I had a ton County on Tuesday night,
12 as a member of the
October
this:
ments that read like
name like that, I might want to
"For cutting and contriving, change it, too, so I am in sym- Emberton-Host Victory Squad
120
Kentucky
Nine pegs of driving,
pathy with your request. What appearing in
Time and labor spent.
name do you want to change counties that night.
Smock, a professor at MurOne dollar thirty-five cents." it to?" "I want to change my
ray State University, is faculty
name to John Stinkaroo because
to Student Government
advisor
meetI'm getting darn' tired of
and to the Class Assembly. He
NO COLLECTION
ing people on the street with
Dr. Paul Baird, a class- their greeting: "Hello, Joe. is a graduate of the University
of Kentucky.
mate in Vanderbilt, gave me What do ya know?"
this incident that occurred in
his early days of practice in
Dyersburg, Tennessee:
One night an old man, bleeding from an ugly cut on his
face, staggered into the hosHot Springs thermal waters do wonders
pital. It seems that he had gotten the worst end of a fight.
for active, healthy people who may have
thirty
required
The wound
nervous tensions or muscular aches. And
Stitches to close.
the waters are renowned for their theraSeveral months later, he
peutic benefits to sufferers of rheumatism,
met this same old fellow on
arthritis, neuritis, neuralgia, bursitis and
the street. Knowing that he
plain old gout.
would never be paid for his

Is it possible that the gossiper can be projecting his
own foibles and mistakes on
to the other fellow, so that he
can feel superior?
This "saying circle" can be
masculine or feminine, or a
mixture. As a broadcasting station, it can be found over the
bridge, poker and party table,
or anywhere two or more people meet!
SO WHAT? Beware of the
"they says" that you repeat
and pass along. Examine the
contents carefully. The package
may be loaded with misquotes,
or
misunderstanding, rumor
unadulterated lies — a skeptical attitude might be in order.
Why not vibrate positively,
slip in a few remarks
and
about the good traits of the person discussed in the circle.
admirable
Surely there are
traits in the worst of the human
race.
Good
Remember, too, the
Lord doesn't Judge a human
being until the end of his days.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
38th Annual Meeting

NOTICE--

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, October 6:

A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNEL
SAYING CIRCLE

SUNSET DRIVE-fl

SUM. - MON., OCT. 10 - 11

Saying Replaces Sewing

HOSPITAL NEWS
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Also at the Majestic, you'll find PGA
championship golf courses; swimming
pools; fishing, boating and barbeques at
our Lodge on Lake Hamilton; nightly entertainment and a full social program.
1Not Spriogs ostlers relieve Nodal. Wax Oral
0
$5
mock* Ea* 7 loll Moo 6 thorotol Safe,
double sac. 151.11. $70
634 per p
For brochures and rates write or call
W. L Woite, Manager, (501) 623-5511

The

Majestic
BATHS
HOTEL and

HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

1 TIMMIATIMI of the natural spring waters Is ceded
front its original 143 degrees to the precise degree
desired by each bather.
2 WIeWeell charge thermal waters with melbas el
tingling bubbles and invigorating currants.
31HERhIAL RATERS contains 275 pads per million ol
carbonates, sulphates of calcium and silica, and some
magnesium, sodium and polonium.

You can
dial your own
long distance calls
direct beginning
October 10
in Water Valley
Just pick up the phone and dial out-of-towners direct.
That's all there is to it. It's quick and easy. And you'll
always get the lower station-to-station rate.
You'll like dialing your own long distance calls. Plan
to try it soon. It's the perfect way to keep in touch with
friends and relatives.
Direct Distance Dialing. A dependable, efficient
service, Coming October 10.

Rice Insurance Agency
Fulton Insurance Agency
Fall & Fall Insurance Agency

All interested farmers and members are
urged to attend.

South Central Bell

Jones-Stayton Insurance Agency

41111••=112m•
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Implied Consent Law
Upheld By State Court
FRANKFORT, Ky..
Over the, dissent of one judge,
the state Court of Appeals has
Upheld the Kentucky implied
consent law.
Judge Earl Osborne said the
law "violates every known constitutional concept and principle" but his six colleagues upheld a decision by Lincoln Circuit Court that the law is valid.
The law holds that a motorist
suspected of drunk driving
must submit to a chemical
blood test upon request of a police officer or lose his driver':
License for at least six months.
Judge Sam Steinfeld wrote

the majority opinion, knocking
down the contention of Wesley
T. Craig that the statute violated the due process and equal
protection clauses of the U.S.
Constitutioii.
"Balancing the public interest with the entitlement of the
individual to operate a motor
vehicle, we hold that the procedure provided (in the law) is a
valid exercise of the police
power," Steinfield said.
Mountain tribes on Mindanao
in the Philippines hunt with
spears, poisoned arrows and
blowguns.

Rav's
FillfD CHICKEN
Barbe

can

a

Take lb:/
M 479.80132
Service /
GOLDEN BROWN

Ray s Hamburgers ...25c
A Family Restaurant

I.TON. KENTUCKY

— ConWASHINGTON
sumer advocate Ralph Nader
says property tax assessors in
Kentucky and other Appalachian states frequently underassess the value of property
owned by industrial and commercial interests and sometimes fail to put it on the tax
rolls at all.
Nader's comments about
Kentucky came in an attack
Thursday on the way state and
local governments administer
property taxes.
At least $7 billion a year in
property tax revenues nationwide aren't being collected because of tax administrative
practices on the state and local
level, Nader said.
Testifying before the Senate
Select Committee on equal
educational opportunity, Nader

FREE CAR WASH
AT THE NEWLY - OVERHAULED

ON WEST PARKWAY IN HIGHLANDS

Hours of this offer: 10: am to 8: pm each day

leas 0

Mon of
some

THIS IS OUR INTRODUCTORY
installed ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
pos. bay for trucks, tractors, cars,
LUTELY FREE next Saturday and
with our new facililies.

OFFER TO YOU! We have
and have added an all-puretc. Come and Wash ABSOSunday and get acquainted

"UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP"

Fulton OES
Installation
Ceremony Held

Mai

Of interest to Homemakers

Thursday, October 7, 1971

Nader Raps Kentucky
Tax Assessing System

COIN CAR WASH
SAT. - SUN. OCT. 9-10

ceded
degree

THE NEWS

OD With
The American
Red Cross.

A portable wireless monitor
that permits a heart patient to
move about freely was tested
recently.

Nunn Will Not
Seek House Seat

FULTON, Ky.,
— At
the stated meeting of Fulton
— Gov. Louie B. Nunn declared
FRANKFORT, Ky.
said under-assessment "has literally starved the schools In City Chapter No. 41, Order of Wednesday evening he has no intention at this time of being a
the
Eastern
Star
held
at
the
Appalachia."
candidate for Congress in the 6th District.
Masonic Temple, the following
Nunn responded to a copyrighted article Wednesday eve
Citing Kentucky examples, he
officers
were
installed:
Mildred
ning in the Louisville Times. The article said Nunn is considsaid a fact finding team apworthy
matron;
Sam.
Jackson,
ering the possibility" of runpointed by the school board in
Pike County found 40 to 60 per uel Jackson, worthy patron; ning for the congressional va- sibility of seeking the seat.
Elizabeth
Darnell,
associate
maNunn told he was flattered by
cancy created by the death last
cent of the county's land was
tron; Huel Wright, associate pa.
Rep. John C. Watts, a the mention and shared Watts'
either under-assessed or not tron; Blcmdelle Holland, secre- week of
Democrat.
listed on assessment rolls in
tary; Marjorie Holder, treasurThe newspaper said Nunn, a interest in agriculture, live1967. That year the county
and educational iner;
Republican, conferred with po- stock
school system had a $113,000
Beverly Dunn, conductress; litical strategists about the pos- stitutions in the 6th District.
deficit.
Hazel Taylor, associate conduc•
Nader said the Tennessee tress; Garnett Price, chaplain,
I.
title
acquired
Authority
Valley
Dedmon,
marshal;
Mavis
Floyd
to 8,800 acres of "extremely
Parker, organist; Pauline Bell,
rich coal land" in Bell County
A d a h; Irma Jeane Wright,
for which it was required to
pay normal property taxes for Ruth; Ruth Hornbeak, Esther;
the first three years of own- Joan Williams, Martha; Sue
Roberts; Electa; Roy D. Taylor,
ership.
TVA got the land when a sum warder; Robert Si. John, senplier defaulted on a coal con- tinel.
tract. But since the land hadn't The installing officers were
ever been listed as appraised Mary Catherine Hancock, Fulby the tax assessor, no taxes ton; George Byers, Clinton; Mahad been paid by the former bel McAlister, Water Valley;
owner and TVA is paying none, Mary Ann Cates, Mayfield; DorNader said. He cited Whites- othy Abernathy, Hickman, Doroburg Atty. Harry Caudill as his thy Brown, Alford; and Hardin
source.
Alderdice, Cuba.
In Harlan County, Nader said The junior past matron, Min.
U.S. Coal and Coke, a sub- Lucille Maurer, and junior past
sidiary of U.S. Steel, paid only patron, Roy Maurer, were es$34,500 in 1966 in property taxes corted to the East where they
on two producing mines valued were presented with past maat $9.3 million, or about one tron's and past patron's pins by
tenth what it would have paid the newly installed worthy main some other states.
tron and worthy patron.
A Nader aide said the Following the incoming worthy
urces of information for the matron's address to the chapter,
testimony were previously puba potluck supper was served to
lished reports and earlier testi70 local and out-of-town guests.
mony by others at hearings
The next meeting will be Oct.
conducted in Kentucky by the
11, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
National Education Association.
Temple, at which time Mrs.
Jackson will announce her cornFAMILY SIZE
KEA COSTS
mittees for the coming year.
BUY TWO TUBES OF CREST TOOTHPASTE;
6.75-0Z,
The Kentucky Education Association (KEA) estimates the
FAMILY SIZE (6.75-OUNCE), FOR file (69c
cost of Is 1972-74 biennium and
EACH). THEN MAIL IN THE COUPON
$72.5 million for the second
year. On a per-pupil basis this
(AVAILABLE AT OUR STORE) TO PROCTOR
weelkE amount to $49 next yeat":
FOR
MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State
and $10 the following year
AND GAMBLE ALONG WITH THE END
KEA president Claude Purvis of University has been awarded a
FLAPS
FROM THE PACKAGE FOR YOUR
part
of
a
Louisville outlined the program $3,750 federal grant as
and its projects cost in an am program designed to upgrade
$1.00 REFUND. SEE OUR DISPLAY IN THE
Pearance before the General criminal justice manpower
STORE FOR FULL DETAILS OF THIS GREAT
AssemblY's jc(lel llerim corn- through educational developmittee of education in Frank- merit.
OFFER!
font September 17.
Made available by the Law
'Enforcement Assistance Administration of the U. S. Department of Justice, the grant provides funds to cover the costs
of tuition and books for students
who are employed full-time in
criminal justice work.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State, said the grant for the
1971-72 fiscal year is open to
both full-time and part-time students who earn a livelihood In
the areas of law enforcement,
public safety, crime prevention,
•
the courts, and corrections.
Grants through the LEEP
(Law Enforcement Education(
Program) may cover general
study courses as well as courses
specializing in areas of criminal
justice, he added.
He said the applicant's employer must certify that the educational work is essential to the
direction, supervision and success of the agency's primary
mission for general courses to
qualify for grant assistance.
McDougal listed accounting,
political science, social work,
business administration, sociology and psychology as some of
the subject matter areas more
likely to qualify under the program.

goodyear in Fulton
is now OPEN

FRIDAY
NIGHTS

UNTIL 8:30 p. m.

NoTICV!

Shop Southside For This

$l Refund Offer

Crest

MSU G.wen
$3,750 Grant

Here's Howl

Toothpaste

\

WARE HOUSE CLEAN-UP

1
0
41 REFIAD
\by mail when you buy

2 SCOPE
SUPER
SIZE

24-0Z. REG. $2.05

2 For ... $1.72

Factory Blemish
Tires Must Go.

860
EACH

LILT SPECIAL
Reg. $1.89

SAVE SAVE - SAVE

The Ivory Coast had more
than 26,000 acres under rubber
production at the end of last
year and the planting of another 60,000 acres is planned.

Most Sizes On Hand

IlaskAmericard

1

LATEX

P.m •• Am.two ••••••
• TOTAL IV Mt //R.

Men & Boys Sizes

Service

We Make Keys

Master Marge

Railroad Salvage
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

LOTION
Twin-Pack

$1.90 Val.
— OR —
Head & Shoulders

TUBE

$4.99 ea.

CITY TIRE CO. I
111 W. Stets Lise

97c ea.
Head & Shoulders

HUNTING COATS
OR PANTS

I Wheel Balaeciug

S. felts. Pk. 411-2141

OUTSIDE WHITE

$2.99 gal.

Check With Us Today

th •

Your Choice

HOUSE PAINT

Also, Some Discontinued Designs I
Tire Trim

79c
2411 or Super Sue

Twin - Pack

$2.30 Val.
—Drive-in window
Next door to Liberty
Supermarket
—Plenty of FREE
PARKING

SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS INCORPORATED
PHONE 479-2262

SO FULTON TENN

1

Rebels Win
Over Fulton

TWO IS ENOUGH-- Two tacklers on this Obion
Central player appears to be enough and a
Central blocker makes sure as he holds off a

Nine turnovers la nustake that
costs possession of the ball)
might be expected In a basketball
ganie but a football game
hardly
However, Fulton City coughed
the ball up that many times and
Obion Central capitalized on the
errors for a 33-7 home field
victory Friday night
The big splurge came in the
first period when Central
recovered four Fulton fumbles
and converted every one into
touchdowns to jump to a quick 270 lead.
The Rebs coasted the rest of the
way, playing their sophomore
unit and giving the entire squad a
chanc to get some game experience first hand
rre Rebs tallied again in the
final frame, as did Fulton City for
their lone score
Junior quarterback Tommy
Victory, who seems to improve
every week, turned in an outstanding display for the Rebs.
Victory was 8 for 16 throwing the
ball for 131 yards and two touchdowns. He added 26 yards
rushing on seven attempts, ran a
two-point conversion and kicked
a one-pointer to lead the Central
would-be Fulton City tackler in action on the
attack.
Rebel field Friday evening. Central sparkled as
they outclassed the Kentuckians 33-7.

Devils Sustain Loss
In Reelfoot Contest
"We took a physical beating as
well as losing the football game,"
was the way Coach Terry
Beadles described the South
Fulton loss, 32-6, to Greenfield
Friday eening.
The Devils tallied the first
score of the game as they drove
almost the length of the field and
counted on a one-yard plunge by
Darrell Williams a minute into
the second period. The extra
point was blocked for a 6-0 Devil
lead.
It appeared that would be the
halftime score as South Fulton
sparkled on defense However,
with 40 seconds to go in the half,
the Devils punted and a Greenfield back returned the ball 60
yards for a touchdown The
Jackets ran the point and made it
8-6 with the momentum swung
their way at halftime.
- The Devils came ISaelie4 line
third period and appeared as if

Scouts Helped
By United Fund
The South Fulton Girl Scouts
currently boast 51 members and
plans are being made to increase
the number of those active in that
area
One of the rasons this is
possible is because of the $500
allocated to the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council by the Obion
County United Fund drive that is
currently under way.
The Bear Creek Council
comprises portions of three
states and is supported by
organizations such as United
Fund.
Recently, the council has been
able to obtain a full-time
executive-director and three field
workers to be able to offer increased activities and training to
those girls who participate in the
Scouting program.
South Fulton troops are
sponsored by the First Baptist
Church and First Methodist
Church and include Brownies and
Juniors. In addition. some South
Fulton girls are members of
Fulton troops.

they were going to make it a close
affair. However, with three
minutes of action gone in the
third frame, the Jackets plucked
off a pass and returned it 60 yards
for a score. The PATs were good
and it was 16-6
"That broke our back for the
rest of the game," Coach Beadles
said. "After that, the Greenfield
team handled us pretty well I

believe if they hadn't broke the
punt on us, we would have won
the football game," he concluded.
The Jackets tallied twice more
in the closing minutes to mount
up the score.
The loss may have been a
costly one to the Devils as Major
Martin, Paul Phelps and Robert
Burrow all were injured in the
game.

Toll Road Decision
Hailed As Wise Move
clusion primarily on the ecoFRANKFORT, Ky.
Kentucky's construction of toll nomic development that reroads has been called "one of sulted from the interstate-type
the wisest decisions ever made highways.
The repoxt, a joint effort of
Alf
"
ftirMrlati
j
itgfe
L
the LRC and the University of
sion study
Kentucky Office of DevelopThe study, requested by the ment, conceded that toll reve1970 General Assembly and re- nue from the highways to date
leased Friday, based its con- has not been enough to meet
the schedule for retiring the
bonds issued to finance them.
However, the study said,
analysis shows the economic
Openings are available in Adult benefits accruing to areas
Basic Education classes at the served by toll roads to be
Newbern Area
Vocational- greater than such benefits in
Technical School, according to unaffected regions or even
Sueerintendent Russ Devore.
along interstate highways.
The classes are meeting
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30 and
will begin with basic skills in
mathematics, reading and
English and will point a person
—A
LEXINGTON, Ky.
toward
obtaining
higher Republican candidate for the
education or a high school Kentucky House of Representadiploma.
tives has called for publication
Classes also are available In of income sources by all politimachine shop, welding and office
cal candidates in order to boost
occupations with classes in air
conditioning and refrigeration the credibility of "professional
politicians."
scheduled to begin Oct. 4.
Joseph Graves, Republican
Persons interested in the
tuition-free courses are urged to candidate for the 79th District
visit the school or call 627-2511 to seat, Wednesday filed a copy of
arrange admittance.
his own 1970 income tax return
and a personal financial stateNew York City has 170 horses
ment with the Fayette County
for its mounted patrolmen.
clerk.

JOBS
Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced the Kentucky Industrial DevelOpment Finance Anthority
provided some .1455 new jobs
last year through its loan and
advisory services.

'My Sweet Lord'
Has Won Acclaim
— A poll by
LONDON
the music publication Melody
Beetle
George
Maker has picked
Harrison's "My Sweet Lord" 11.5
the best single record of the
year, in both the international
and British sections.

ECONOMY
State Budget Diredlor Jack
BlanXin and 0:unsnarcis Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs axpremix! optimism about the effects of the wage-price freeze
on Kentucky's econotn y.
Gzublis said industrial expaneion in the seaSe has reached a
$2.5 million-a.clsy rate since the
DOW policy was announced.

easy Iivin'
lace-up

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, October '7, 1971 Page 2
COURTS
The Court of Appeals named
a new three-man inquiry tribunal to review records in legal
ctiaborment proceedings. The
review complaints
tribunal
to see if they justify court
action.

DOCTOR'S ORDERS
Unlike the Greeks, Romans
did not delight in exercise for
its own sake. Many Et mble
exercised only under doctor's
orders—perhaps toeing a BUN
leather ball around or trundling
a hoop.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Mon, Kentucky

the triumphant tie
takes on a fresh new
approach this season.
Full of free'n'easy
fashion fun,
it's just like you!!

In shiny crinkle patent uppers of

Blue,

Brown, or Black,

FA N FAN E N

THESE BUYS ARE REAL

STEALS!
VVe have TURNED the TABLES on high prices!
YOU VI GOT TO SEE THESE BEAUTIFUL
RICH-GRAINED TABLES TO APPRECIATE WHAT
A WONDERFUL BUY THEY ARE .AT JUST
Here s a rare savings opportunity
you won't want to miss, Distincttue

$2

......91!.
t finis tin touch to your de
ailed for years ofildeceitY of,
•
Buy New Cu
e with-sloe And seeelialese--.
'
seryrc
Sistant plastic tops. These terrific
Budget Terms.
dui°
and
elegance
of
combinations
bility can be yours now'

Adult Classes
Set At Newbern

Reveal Income,
Says Politician

1:„
7

YOUR
CHAD'S
*3,95

Authentic Early American Styled
Open Stock Dining Room
YOUR CHOICE
3- TABLES ALL WITH FORMICA TOPS
Pedestal - Dual with Extension - Rectangular with Extension

$64.95
YOUR CHOICE 3-CHAIRS
Duxbury — High Back Side — Mate's

$16.95

NuFESSIONAL

PORTRAIT

CARPET SALE

in livin COLOR

3RD WEEK - GOING STRONG

::E :

Just
BRING IN THIS ADV.
TO OUR STORE
(Use As Coupon)

Credit
Terms
To Fit
Your
Budget

BUY NOW—SAVE NOW

Free Offer: 7 Yam sk yewtqft
Photographer will be Here
THURSDAY ONLY!

One Coupon per Child
One Coupon per Family
Ii fl EACH Aller•ooltal SIM. HA
AMID orr• / TIAN' OF ASS
Vete tee

si.enintooniel

OCTOBER 14

%P I X'
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1 I a. m. til 5 p. m.

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
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Ed Jones
Reports

(lunges In State's Election
LawsProposed By Committee

—A
FRANKFORT, Ky.
In the very near future, the
House of Representatives will proposal to computerize Kenconsider a proposed amendment tucky's voter registration lists
to the Constitution concerning to make purgation easier has
equal rights for men and women. been ordered drafted. into bill
The proposal reads as follows: form by an interim legislative
"Section 1. Equality of rights of committee.
any person under the law shall
That proposal was among
not be denied or abridged by the suggestions for
changes in the
Unite States or by any State on
state's election laws which the
account Of sex.
"Section 2. The Congress shall Legislative Research Commishave the power to enforce, by sion (LRC) staff made in a reappropriate legislation, the port Friday.
provisions of this article.
The interim committee on
"Section 3. This amendment elections and
constitutional
shall take effect two years after amendments, which received
the date of ratification."
the report presented by Miss
Many proponents of this Donna K. Smith, made it clear
Constitutional amendment feel
it might change any of the prothat discrimination against
women is so widespread that it posals when they are in bill
would be almost impossible to form. The committee is to take
deal with it on a piecemeal basis, up the proposals for possible
etre by state and statute by action at its next meeting.
statute. Although the Fourteenth
Charles Bratton, of the LRC
Amendment includes the famous
"equal protection" clause, it is staff, submitted a proposed
felt that the Supreme Court is not tight time schedule for computlikely to extend coverage of this erizing the registration lists by
clause to women. It is also argued the general election in Novemthat the process of ratifying this ber 1972. That would call for
amendment would call attention passage of the necessary law
to the rights of wernen in the by Jan. 30 and awarding a convarius states.
tract by Feb. 5.
Opponents of the proposal point
But State Rep. Gross Lindout that men and. women are
physically different and that the say, 0-Henderson, commented
that,
as a practical matter, it
differences should be reflected in
our laws. They also point out that would be impossible to get the
the Fourteenth Amendment system into operation that
contains the "equal protection" quickly.
clause and makes a new
Bretton said that fringe beneamendment
unnecessary. fits of
such a system, which
Furthermore, they fell that the
perhaps could be added a year
energy spent on amending the
constitution could be better spent or two after it began, would inin revising the laws of the various clude an easier way to analyze
the vote in terms of occupation,
status.
In my mind, it is difficult to age and the like.
argue with the idea that men and
Other changes in Kentucky's
women should be given the same election laws suggested by the
pay for doing the same job. It is staff•report included:
also difficult for me to take issue
—Making provisions of the
with the idea that women should
have the same opportunity for 1970 Federal Voting Rights Act,
advancement and for otherwise which affects only presidential
filling the higher paying jobs. elections, apply to all state
Certainly a person's pay or op- elections as well. That would
portunity should not be based on eliminate residency requiresex.
ments—which now are one year
For these reasons, I am looking
in the state, six months in the
favorably at the proposal, ut
there are parts of it which cause county and 60 days in the pre'
me some concern. If this proposal
passes as it is presently written.
women will be subject to the
military draft, and it will he
illegal to exempt them because of
their sex. For this reason, an
amendment will be offered which
will explicitly exempt women
from the draft and will-allow the
tinuation of Other State laws
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ,
—
Aich werieilesigned to promote GOP gubernatorial nominee
of
the
the health and safety
Tom Emberton says he would
people, particularly women.
like Kentucky to reshape its
If this change is made in the
welfare program on the model
Constitutional
proposed
of a reformed Delaware welAniendment I do not see bow
could in good faith oppose it. It fare program.
The Delaware program "has
seems a pity that a constitutional
amendment is necessary to the (state) Department of Welremind us that women too are fare working in conjunction
people, but evidently the need is with the Vocational Training
there.
Department to determine which
Last year, I supported a welfare recipients need retrainsimilar proposal when it was
ing in job skills and which need
approved by the House of
emotional rehabilitation."
esentatives.

cinct; it also would extend the
period for registering to vote
and would allow for wider use
of absentee voting.
—Clarifying the question of
student residence for voting.
—Providing some way of voting for persons who are sick
and disabled.
—Permitting mobile registration units.
—Providing closer supervision by the State Board of

Elections over county registration and purgation boards.
State Rep. Carl Ruh, D-Ftrt
Mitchell, who is the committee
chairman, added to the LRC
suggestions a proposal to allow
persons to vote if they have
signed the voting book by 6
p.m. but have not actually
voted yet. Now the polls &OSP
at 6 p.m. on election day no
matter how many persons are
waiting in line.

Norteay's 4-H Growing Six Gunboats Ordered
OSLO—Norway's 4-H organization had 12,521 members in
563 clubs at the start of 1970,
compared with 11,820 members
and 538 clubs a year earlier.

BERGE N, Norway — The
Venezuelan government has ordered six gunboats from a Norwegian shipyard at a total
cost of $21 million.

BLADE CUT

CHUCK
ROAST
sl
(;It tIN FEI)

I

RIB ROAST

83c
79c
83c
Lb. 49c

(Priced 11c Per Lb.
Below A Year Ago)

Steak

Lb.

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

(Priced 11e Per Lb.
Below• Year Ago)

Ground Chuck

Lb.

DE LMONTE

Itee Bellow

LIM Y

Golden Corn
(Priced 16c
Below Last Year)

DELMONTE EARLY

Garden Peas

DE LMONTE BAR TLETT(p,iapd Sic
Below Last Year)
Naives
ear

P

ANN PAGE

(Priced 13e snow

Tomato Soup A 'taw Ago)
Peas

lillow
411cAgo
A y.
wheat Bread (Pricod

17 Oz
Cans

A&P WHOLE KERNEL (sem
.prici, A.
A Year Ago)

9

(Priced 12c Below
A Year Ago)

SCHOOL DAYS

17 Oz

16 Oz.
Cans

4

JANE PARKER—CRACKED

case $100
4 $100

)

Golden Corn

MORTON FROZEN (priced 24c Below
A Year Ago)

$100

Pot Pies

$10°
zno: $100
$100

Spaghetti I Meat

Applesauce

5%-tIzes$100

WITHOUT BEANS

Amour Chili

15e Off
Label)

Pineapple

GOLDEN RISE

Chili W/Beans
MARVEL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Phone Your Home
SHOP AT SEARS
Telephone Shopper JANE PARKER
AND SAVE
Phone 479-1420
SEARS, 1110811Vat Aarn CO South Fulton, Tenn.

Snack Pies

Soft Cookies

310ch$1

00

PRICED 20' BELOW ONE YEAR AGO!

.1 %NI% l'kli10..1{
i{ 1(.11H)

WHITE BREAD

00

900
99
41
20 OZ.
LVES.

4 „- ,,NI ‘
,
..11\I I)(AO I \ 111

49c
3 79c
3 79c

% '

$

...
.......•

-..ro
sem
.11.

16 Oz.
Cans $1

37 Oz.

00

394

3

00

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., OCT.9

wit 'AP... AP Veletiteselett etifileYelesell'A—p0g

CF):
N
Tsc
El;i1GENT

$

4 so,l,be.,..

111111.-

emOw
.111

Ilk OFF LABEL
ii.
WI TH THIS COUPON
,..r..'"".- Good only at ASP Food Stores ....
...m.
4111.1.
mon
Coupon good thru Set.. Oct. 9 sm.
....
QM.
.111,
Regular Price Without Coupon 41.
-..N.
.111.,........
limit 1 Coupon Per Customer 4111.-.....
41•••••

Jo\
APPLES

c
15 Ct
Can 10

(Same Price As
A Year Ago)

Tamales

PRICED 20' BELOW A YEAR AGO!

15 Oz.
Can

Cans

PARAMOUNT

.0
.
on.
.111.

00

I

Red Beans

•4„
1.

14 oz
Pkgs

(1St 5

SOL $1 00
Bus.

SULTANA

ammo pan. amlly Meow. hilt
2/
1
2 quart co
the right size for your family's favorites. With cool Noah
and tight lid for sure,easy cooking.

Cans

16 Oz.
Cans

(Same Price As
A Veer Ago)

Biscuits
Sauerkraut

KELLY'S

Hths, Lb•89c
Rib Roast _ _ _ ----

20 Oz.
Cans

Mandarin Oranges

ABM CANNED

Vienna Sausage

A'A")

5 RIVERS

On Sa e This Week:

4uns 00
3,.., $100
3 $1 00

(Priced Be Below

SlicedCrushedTidbits

DIAMONDS

COOKWARE

SUPER RIGHT

Lb.99c

SUPER RIGHT

PRICED 16' BELOW A YEAR AGO!

PORCELAIN-CLAD STEEL

•

(1st 3
Ribs)

4
99 DEE mt)NTE

Italian Rose

1 1.1.

$499

_

14 Oz $00
1
Pits.

5
3

(Same Price As
A Year Ago)

WISHBONE DRESSING

(San" Pries
As
A Year Apo)

Flamenco

There's something for everyone on your gift list in
the Wish Book. And you can shop from the comfort of your home. Just call Sears Home Shopper.
She'll process your order and send it on its way.
Remember, you can use one of Sears Convenient
Credit Plans.
Get a $5 discount on
your Wish Book order of $50
or more! Hurry!
Offer ends November 1971
tI

8
Peer.$
Go
1

MORTON FROZEN (priced 17c Below
A Veer Ago)
A&P

Rib Roast

$100

Creme Pies

17 Oz
Cans

SUPER RIGHT

17 Or
Cans

80z. $
Pkgs

1%-2 LB.
SIZES

CHECKERBOARD FARMS

$100

5
5

Lb.

Cornish Hens

Lees.

MORTON (Pric-od 35c Bohm A Yaw Ago)

10 Oz.
Cane

\ \ I ()I

Chuck Roast

99(

PRICED 59' BELOW A YEAR AGO!

Sears

73C
LL

ARM SWISS

RIB STEAKS

4th &
85
5th
RIB

Scars

Your direct
line to Seers
Gilt lend

(Priced 1Ic Per Lb.
Below A Year Ago)

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS

White Corn

Us
Free
mates
2732

Chuck Roast

sl 11 I{ R11,11 I
(,)l 11 I I 1

EIGHT-0411A Wit

5,S

ENGLISH OR ARM CUT

DELICIOUS GRAIN FED BEEF

( 1

iget

Ford, who defeated former
Gov. Bert Combs in the Democratic primary for governor in
May, said, "Democrats are
noted for getting back together."

LB.

KING OF THE ROASTS

Itli \in

Fit

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.
— Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford delirt
ered an appeal for party unity
here Thursday in a speech to a
group that included many who
opposed him in the Democratic
primary.

t CHUCK
STEAK

LB.

Yukon Beverages

TI1S

COVINGTON, Ky..
Republican gubernatorial nominee Thomas Emberton has
thrown his support behind the
merger of Northern Kentucky
State College and the Salmon P.
Chase College of Law.
"If the suit doesn't turn out
favorably, you have my firm
commitment as governor of
Kentucky to see that this merger turns out fruitfully," Emberton said on a campaign stop at
NKSC near here Tuesday.

BLADE CUT

A&P CREAM STY LE wpm( 12o Below
A Year Ago)

Sears New
Christmas Wish Book
IS HERE!

Lt. Gov. Ford
Appeals For
Party Unity

SUPER-RIGHT QUALITY

NON-RETURNABLE

is

Supports
Merger

GIGANTIC BEEF SALE!

Delaware
Plan Appeals Lb.
To Emberton

ed
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Drug Abuse Prevention
Acid, uppers, downers, benniea, pot, speed and smack are
but a handful of colloquialisms used in the contemporary language of drug users. But what's really involved and where
does it all lead? If you don't know, now's the time to learn,
during Drug Abuse Prevention Week.
By educating yourself and your children to the hazards of
drug abuse, your child will be better prepared to say "No
Thanks," when that nice young man offers him a pill that
looks like his favorite candy.
If someone in your family is taking drugs, you'll be better
able to recognize the symptoms, and in a better position to
help.
Check on the drug abuse education programs being conducted in your community through schools, church groups,
PTA's and adult education groups.

79 .....
---,

...
.....*""
... GAINES36 oz
BURGERS Pus.
....,
..,
.....
......
am.
...
....
.....
WITH THIS COUPON
.1I•1.
-nem
......
Coupon only at ASP Food Store -.mi.
roamme Coupon
.....
.....
em
.... R guI Pr
mm
g7
1:1 w
th
itrh
uoSs
uttC
.,o
°c
upon
t9
-••••=.
.......
-am
Limit I Coupon Per Customer rm.
.11111•

_

...-

AP Yel'OluiWil'IWA AP Ap

Ap

WISCONSIN RUSSET
(Priced 19c Below
A Year Ago)

Potatoes
CALIF

Tokay Grapes
MEDIUM

Yellow Onions

bib.79C
mos

Marne Prim As
Veer
A

Ago) Lb.290

3

ENDIVE ESCAROLE OR (Priced ale Below
A WM Afoe

Romaine

396

254
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Gain Of 300 Since Freeze

CONSUMERS
The Kentucky Citizens Oninmission on Consumer PrOteC(ion has conimended American
Motors Corponaadon for its exon
'year but the boost over last such jobs actually number 100 panded warranty coverage
new milky
year's total of 28,774 represents fewer than was the case four 1972 models. The
years ago.
a 6 per cent jump.
provicies for "loaner" oars to
The high point in employes in
The seasonal and other jobs
be used by owners while their
are those most often mentioned those two categories was 4,796 cars are being repaired.
as being handed out for political in 1969, when the only statewide
gain since the control over them political race was for auditor.
is not so strict as over perma- In that contest, Democrat Mary
Louise Foust defeated James
nent full-time jobs under the Thompson, the Republican Nunn
had appointed to the post upon
merit system.
But the 4,272 employes now in the death of Clyde Conley.

State Payroll Over 30,000
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The total number of state employes has climbed past the 30,000 mark again, about 30) more
than when Gov. Louie B. Nunn
ordered a freeze and cutback in
jobs two years ago.
As of the quarter ending June
90, Personnel Department records show 26,455 permament,
full-time employes, 2,187 seasonal full-time workers and 2,085
others, for a total of 30,727. The
"other" category covers temporary, emergency and part-time
both permanent and seasnoalemployes.
For comparison, the figures
for June, 1969 — shortly before
Nunn ordered his freeze and cutback — were 25,599 permanent,
3,208 seasonal and 1,588 other,
EMPLOY THE HANDICAPPED--In proclaimimg Oct.
3-9 as Employ the Handicapped Week in Kentucky,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn said "we can bring all of our
handicapped fellow citizens into the mainstream of
life." He added that we must offer new hope to the
handicapped by providing increased opportunities for
rehabilitation, training and employment. Shown here
with the governor are Arthur M. Walters, chairman of
the Kentucky Commission on Employment of the
Handicapped and Mary Louise Sandman, the commission's public relations representative. (Steve

for a total of 30,395.
And when compared with four
years ago — during the final
year of former Democratic Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt's term —
the latest figures show a 2,738

increase in total number of employes. Broken down by rategory, the 1971 figures show 2,836
more permanent employes than
in 1967, 78a fewer seasonal workers and 687 more other employes.
That comparison is pertinent
because of quadrennial charges
that the incumbent governor is
handing out jobs as favors to
drum up support for the candidacy of the man that the governor would like to succeed him.
The total number of state employes now as compared to four
years ago reflect an average in'crease of only 2.5 per cent a

Prescription Drugs
Cost $34 Billion
NEW YORK — Americans
spend $3 billion to $4 billion annually for prescription drugs.
Per capita expenditure runs
about 917—from about 915 per
person under age 65 to about
$41 per person over 6.5.

STAMPS
Economic Security Commissioner Merritt 5. Dietz Jt. antrounced the amount of food
purchased with Mod stamps
has doubled over the past two
fiscal years. Some $76.9 million
worth of food was purchased
with stamps during fiscal 1970
compared with $03 minion the
previous fisoal year.

COAL AND GAS

HEATERS

Births, Marriages, Divorces
Increase In Tennessee
Teratt, _
macriages and Wares'
int4edsed in Tennessee during
the first six months of HUI, the
state health departrnent said
Thursday.
At the same time, Te
had a record low infan death
rate and a decrease Uri deathi
from influenza.'
For the air& year In a ran,
there was an Increase in the
number of births and the birth

STOVEPIPE — BOARDS, ETC.

'ate with 35,813 live births for a
rate of 18.4 per Low Mutation.
This compares with 34,580 live
oirths during the first six months
71' 1970 for a birth rate of 17.8.

GE
HAN
EXC
FURNITURE COMPANY

Deaths from all causes for the
>triad were 19,678 The crude
death rate of 10.1 per 1,000
population was the same as for
the first six months of each of the
three preceding years.

472-1533

107 COMMERCIAL

1

Mitchell Photo)

Ford-Emberton TV
Debate Scheduled
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Democratic gubernatorial nominee Wendell Ford and Republican nominee Tom Emberton
have agreed to meet in a live,
televised one-hour debate on
the evening of Oct. 10.
The broadcast will originate
from WHAS-TV and Radio
here. News Director Robert
Morse said the station would
make the broadcast available
to any radio or television station serving Kentucky.
According to Morse, the Kentucky Educational Television
Network will provide a live
telecast on all its stations with
the exception of Channel 68 in
Louisville, which will serve as
the pick-up point for the other
stations.
Morse said Independent party
candidate William Smith has
accepted the station's offer for
30 minutes of time under the
Federal Communication Commission's equal time regulation.
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler,
an Independent candidate for
governor, had not yet been
reached concerning the free

time offer, Morse said.
Details for the debate were
arranged by Democratic State
Chairman Walter Huddleston;
Fred Karem, Emberton's campaign coordinator, and representatives of WHAS.
The debate moderator will be
newsman Mort Crim.
The debate agreement calls
for the following format:
Each candidate will make an
opening statement of not more
than three minutes, and each
then will be allowed alternating
three-minute segments in which
they may "address themselves
to their opponent or any issue."
According to Morse, the candidates have agreed to "confine
the debate to the issues. The
moderator—Crim—
program
will remind a candidate of the
debate rides if he begins a personal attack on his opponent."
The candidates agreed that
no later campaign use would be
made of film or tape of the debate.

County Students
On Dean's List

*CORDUROY *RAINCOATS
SOME FUR TRIMMED
VALUES TO.;73.88

2 93
ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

THUR FRI.. SAT..
OCT.7-8z9

Local Nurse Named

GIANT
QUART
BOTTLE

KK
STYLE KIT
1.89 VALUE

TERYLC

77

• 8U,'OM

110

"THE Gl ck
MIN Art;sts
RAIDIED,,iro
00.1.1

FILM
REG. 97'

DISH TOWELS

4

FOR

$1.00 2

FRIDAY ONLY

MOTOR OIL

*TEXACO *CHEVRON *VALVOLINE
COMPLETE OIL CHANGE
LIMIT 5 QUARTS

To Nursing Board
Mrs. Billie T Dickerson,
director of nursing services at
Obion County General Hospital,
has been appointed to the Tennessee Board of Nursing. according to an Associated Press
report from Nashville
The announcement was made
Thursday from the office of Govl
Winfield Dunn.

REELFOOT AVE
WON
CITY

PR

NTUCK11
RIFLE
__PLUS--

5

QUART $

FRIDAY ONLY

Ice Machines Air Conditioning and heating
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
Service Contracts and Quarterly Inspection available.
Large or Small Equipment. We have
the capability to repair or replace as
neect.4

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

,
OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311 (Nights, Call (901) 489-544

TH U RS-FRI-SAT.
OCTOBER 7-8-9
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
SPECIAL BARGAINS ANNOUNCED
IN THE STORE THROUGHOUT THE SALE

ALL SIZES
AND COLORS $
punpn
OLD
LATE
FASHIONED
2 LB.
BAGS
BAG
$
FRIDAY ONLY
FLUFF OUT

000

MEN'S SOCKS FACIAL TISSUE
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
COMPARE AT 88'

•00 3

ALL PRICES STATED ABOVE
WILL BE GOOD

APES
1.00
DROPS
taiut,u
2

GROUPD

ROLLS $1

•00 6

PAIRS $1

JASON ROBARDS

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

119 MORRIS STREET,

ONE SIZE FITS ALL
8 LOVELY SHADES TO CHOOSE FROM
REG, 88'

LISTERINE

Three students from Obion
County are among the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville
whose scholastic
students
achievements placed them on the
Dean's List for the summer
quarter of 1971 at UT in KnoxI
ville. according to records
compiled by the Office of the
Dean of Admissions and Records.
The list of students includes
On**
only full-time, undergraduate
students on the Dean's List at
Knoxville. Part-time, law, and
anien
graduate students are not in- Acq lAr
cluded
Tues.. Wec
Mon..
Sun..
Students whose quarterly
average is 3.75 through 4.0 earn
Oct. 1O-fl-12-13
Highest Honors, those who make ADULTS ONLY
a 3.40 through 3.749 earn High
Honors, and those with a grade Under 18 Not Admitted
average of 3.00 through 3.39 earn
Honors
******************
Ohio() County students attaining a position on the honor
***** *1, It* *******
roll: are (High Honors) Glenn
Roberts Fry, Joe Neely Warren.
TOBACCO ROO DY
(Honors) Betty Carol Martin.
*****************
*****************

(Service Depart.)

PANTY HOS

OB ON
SQ ARE
SHO PING
CE TER

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

200 COUNT BOX

.00

BOXES $1

STORE
HOURS:
MONDAY
3RU
SATURDAY
9 A.M.
TO
9 P.M.

Page 4

Commis'lets Jt. anent of food
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be past two
$76.9 million
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;fiscal 1970
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There ere only 1-1/2 ciliates in. leaf of lettuce!

,FRIDAY NIGHT
Fla
FRY!

From Canal* Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Smote
French Fries

5 to 12 p. m;
$1.25 Arr.
Children 75c

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

The Kentucky National Guard
is launching a recruitment
campaign this month to offset
potentially heavy losses
through discharges, state Adjt.
Gen. Larry C. Dawson said
Thursday.
Each company-size guard
unit in the state has been directed to appoint one officer
and at least one senior noncommissioned officer for additional
duties in recruitment and retention of guardsmen.
Personnel assigned to those
dudes will attend one of three
special training sessions to hello
prepare them for the task. The
first such session will be held
in Louisville Friday and Saturday, followed by another at
Lexington Oct. 9-10 and one
at Madisonville Oct. 16-17.
Although the Kentucky National Guard has continued at
Its past strength of more than
5,000, nearly 1,500 enlisted men
will be eligible for discharge by
next summer. This high figure

Is a result of the military buildup in 1965 and 1966 because of
the Vietnam War, with recruits
signing up for six-year terms in
the National Guard in large
part to keep from being
drafted.
Compounding the problem of
having so many of those men
complete their terms of service
now is the recent drop in draft
calls. That decline is expected
to become even steeper in the
coming months.
Nationally, only about 10 per
cent of the men who joined the
Guard in 1965 are staying in
upon completion of their sixyear terms. Defense authorities
are worrieed that the guard
will fall significantly below its
authorized strength of 400,000
for the first time in years.
Actually, Kentucky scored
much higher than that during
the first six months of 1971,
with 40 per cent of those eligible for discharge deciding not

SALE STARTS

THURSDAY For 3 Big Days
OBION
SQUARE
SHOPPING
CENTER
REELFOOT AVE.
MOON
CITY

by Laurence M. Horsily M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
to get out now.
But nearly two-thirds of those
who did stay in merely extended their tours of duty, which
NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES
can be done indefinitely for a
Each
year
about
this time it
Now food faddism, such as sugyear at a time, instead of sigseems a good idea to talk about gesting that boys consume certain
ning up for another six years.
how athletes should eat.
so-called health foods, or that
The training programs in
The reason for this is that they drink specially "energized"
Kentucky are conducted by a many coaches (though I'm happy beverages, or that they eat difto
say their number grows less ferently on game day or days of
team of three officers and three
enlisted men, headed by Lt. each year) recommend special competition—this is all nonsense.
diets, or special eating habits for
If your son has been so advised,
Co. Armando J. Alfaro of Lex- their athletes. Since I disagree you ought to protect him against
ington.
with this approach to health, I it.
must speak up. My views reflect
There may be some kind of
those of the medical profession phychological aspect of treating
generally.
game day differently so that athLet's talk basics: The energy letes will be "up" for the game.
you use for every activity of life But I doubt that any such gain
and growth, heat and motion outweighs the nutritional disturb.
comes from the chemical energy ance. The truth is an athlete
stored in foods. What you eat, needs the same eating habits as
then, determines your supply of anyone else in terms of the patthis energy and the other essen- tern of food choices. He may, of
tial building materials your body course, need more food than
needs.
others - but not different food.
(—
Young athletes are in a period He simply needs, in other words,
Ancient cemeteries containof development and growth • as good solid nutrition.
well as great energy expenditure.
ing thousands of embalmed
Best Diet
All teen-agers are. But especially
cats have been found all over
athletes.
Nutrient-wise, the diet that will
Egypt.
Food Faddism
provide him the best performance
contains approximately 15 percent of his calories from protein,
40 percent from fat, and 45 percent from carbohydrate — the
same as the average American
eats every day. Higher protein
diets cause problems, especially
when the weather is hot and
water is limited. A pure carbohydrate diet results in difficulties
including the athlete being unable to retain water. And too high
a fat content in the diet, particularly in cold weather, causes
problems too technical to discuss
here, but real nevertheless.
And as for game day: I certainly agree no one should eat a large
meal and then rush out into
strenuous athletic activity. But
why not have one's regular breakfast and lunch and still be ready
for the game? Move up mealtimes some, if necessary. But the
body surely will benefit and perform better if usual meal patterns
are not upset. We learned this the
hard way when I was in charge
of U.S. Army survival and endurance studies some years ago.

CLASSIFIL'D ADS
So MUCH.. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
LET US GROOM and board
your animal. Poodle Pamper
Parlor, Ann Covington, 479-2229.
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted responsible party to
take over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
4E176.
AVON CHRISTMAS selling
starts soon. Enjoy extna income
for school expenises and ,gitts.
Openings now available. Contact Margaret Taylor, Box 1022,
Paducah, Ky. 42001; phone 8982708.
•ItENt Wheelchairs-erutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 4.alte
Fulton, Ky

REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES--AND
SAVE ON BIRTHDAY SPECIALS

FOR SALE: Toy 'Poodles,
registered. Poodle Pamper Parlor, 479-2229.

45 RPM

CHOCOLATE COVERED

CHERRIES

BROCK OR WELCHES
MILK OR. PARK CHOCOLATE
8 OZ. BOX-- 59' VALUE

RECORDS

BOXES $1

FOR

HAIR SPRAY

S1.00

OIL FILTERS

$200 PER WEEK
Woui:d you like to earn from
6150 to $200 per week? No hoc-its-poem
get rich quick
•<herne. Permanent job which
uffers excellent future. If you
are nerat, own a good oar and
So work, please write
Box 442, Fulton, Ky. 42641, -giving a snort resume of your experience.

SPARK PLUGS
SALLt 2

TRUCKING INDUSTRY
NEEDS MEN
You care nnw train to become
an over the road driver or city
drictr. Ebrcelbont earr.ings after
shale training on car trucks
wiai our driver inttrucitors to
help you. For application and
interview, call 5,W-589'4fl63, or
write School Safety Division,
Shenk:on Truck Lines, 4520fPoplar Level!, Later/Mlle, KentuckY,
40317.

SIP
OIL TREATMENT
REG. '1.49

LIMIT 4 PLEASE

4

FOR SAI1E 1971 Singer ZigZag, used only 3 -months. Like
new. Buttonholes, sews on bottom, and fancy designs. $29.50
At a large public meeting not cash or terms. Write S. S.
long ago; about 25 dissenters sta- Pruitt, Box 165, Fulton.
li(med themselves near the back
of the hall to heckle the speaker. FOR SALE: limonth-old
Shouting slogans in unison, they mole toy poodle. Paper trained;
made him almost inaudible to registered. $50.00. Phone 479member, if the audience. 2220

Free Speach:
The Outer Limits

ALL THE LATEST HITS-COUNTRY AND POPULAR
REG. 7T

•00 2

3

CANS

PLANTERS PA I H iR VIR INIA

PEANUTS
81
/
2 OZ. BAG

U.
FOR $1

PENNANT MIXED NUTS
BY PLANTERS
13 OZ. CAN

Many severely disabled
World War II and Korean Service veterans are not taking
advantage of a public law which
provides funds for the purchase,
repair or replacement of special
adaptive equipment for
their automobiles. J. G. Ratliff, Director of the Veterans
Administration Regional Office
In Louisville, said the new law
was Public Law 91-666.
Ratliff pointed out the VA is
authorized to grant money toward the purchase of an automobile for veterans who suffered the loss or loss of use
of one or more hands or feet
or both eyes in military service.
Eligible veterans are urged
to contact the VA office at 600
Federal Place in Louisville, or
a veterans service organization
representative in their own
town.

THURS-FRI-SAT., OCT. 7-8-9

JUST WONDERFUL-AQUA NET
SUDDEN BEAUTY
STORE
HOURS:
MONDAY
THRU
SATURDAY
9 A.M.
TO
9 P.M.

VetsEligible For
Funds For Autos

State National Guard Will
Launch Recruiting Program

ALL LABELS
POPULAR AND COUNTRY

2

CANS $1 000

FRIDAY ONLY

FRIDAY ONLY

24 X 36 WOVEN

BATH TOWELS THROW RUGS
LARGE AND THIRSTY-SOLIDS &
STRIPES AND VELOURS
REGULAR 97' VALUE

2 1.00
FOR $

COG

on 0

COLORFUL DESIGNS
$1
U.

°DOoo

FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

OPEN
FRIDAY
TIL MIDNIGHT

Someone asked an usher whether anything could be done.
"Not a thing," he replied
gloomily. "They're just exercising
their freedom of speech under the
Constitution."
But the usher was wrong about
the Constitution. He was making
the all-too-common mistake of
thinking that whatever is oral is
lawful. The freedom of speech
guaranteed by the Constitution
does not mean that at all. Many
kinds of oral conduct are unlawful.
Here are some examples:
I) a moviegoer, just for kicks,
yells that the theater is on fire;
2) an envious spinster falsely
informs the man next door that
his wife is having an affair with
the milkman;
3) a hardware dealer, selling a
stepladder he knows is defective,
tells the customer it is safe;
4) a drunk warbles "Sweet
Adeline" outside a hospital window at midnight.
Each of these actions is oral—
and each is unlawful. Furthermore, they were unlawful when
the Constitution was adopted. So
is the deliberate disruption of a
public meeting, whether by shouting slogans or blowing whistles or
ringing cowbells.
What the Constitution does
guarantee is the freedom that
really counts: the freedom to express and advocate ideas, however
unpopular.
In fact, it is to safeguard this
primary freedom that the law imposes reasonable limits on the
time, place, and manner of speech.
Judge Curtis Bok once put the
matter in a nutshell:
"In the whole history of law
and order, the longest step forward was taken by primitive man
when, as if by common consent,
the tribe sat down in a circle and
allowed only one man to speak
at a time."
It is this kind of common sense
that enables a free society to function. It is what the law is all
about.
An American Rim Aimociation
public service feature by Will
INerrumil.
0 1971 American Bar Association

FOR SALE, Water Valley,
Kentucky: Five room house
with bath, basement, gas heat,
efty water, storm wirticws and
doors, carport. Large lots. Best
location. Right fur retired
couple or small family. Reasanatle. Cali 356-2603.
FARMS FOR SALE
Five acre brfilfe all on black,
top with city water. $200.00
down, balance
640-J6 per
month for 240 months financed
at 8% simile intermit. Lbeated
on Highway No. 51,8 milesfrom
Union City or 14,i miles we, of
Fulton.
Contact: Waiter Hastings
Dyersburg Realty Co.
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Phone 285-4591 or 627-2259
(Night)

_.

WANTED!
Can With Spare This
•-

l '

I
l Ma
i
TRUED
, i

1

Wheels Balanced
(
I
1

WHEELS ALIGNED(

City lire Co.
ill W.State Line
II Adios • Ifb. 4794741

•sinnos.
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
MISS LIBERTY

rirl
WE
GIVE

Bacon

lb. 19c I

_

-OR

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

lb. 29c

Reelfoot

Coupon Worth 40c-With Coupon
& $5.00 Addi. Pur. Exc. Dairy .

LIQUID
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CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Coupon Worth 32c - With This

100- S & H GREEN - 100
STAMPS

Coupon & $5.00 Addi. Pur.
Tab. & Dairy Products Exc.

With Coupon and 0.00 Purchase.
rob. & Dairy Products Exc.

Ivory

22-oz. Bottle 29c

Vcid After Oct. 12, 1971

and Tobacco Products.
Void After Oct. 12, 1971
.....
...
...e
..
16
ggi.124.11/
.
„now Void After

(We Reserve Right To Limit)

GIVE

DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAYS

CECIL'S

Ged- s

1 BERTY

COFFEE

WE

99c

48-oz. Bottle

OIL

CHILI With BEANS 3For _ $1.00

HEINZ STRAINED

PUFF FACIAL

BABY FOOD 104 3/4-oz. Jars 89c

TISSUE

3 For

in PEACHES 3
TOWELS 3

JUMBO
ROLLS

BOLOGNA Old Fashioned _ Lb.39c

3 Lbs. $1.00

JOWLS

c

U.S. CHOICE

CHUCK

FIRST
UT

lb.

USDA Prime Round

SOUTHERN BELLE

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

WE

LARGE WHOLE OR HALF STICK

BETTY CROCKER

COFFEE
$111.19
with
coupon

3 Lb. $3.19

PICNICS

5
5
Cake Mix HAMS STEAK swi:79
6
3'
3 890 63t
STEAK
GER
BuR
HAm
5
9
t
$1
s
0
,
(
a
3
,
8
SCOTT
PAPER

GIVE

lb.

MORRELL CANNED

SMOKED SLICED

5 Flat Cans __$l.00

SARDINES

49c

4 Rolls

U.S. INSPEOTED
GRADE "A"
Whole

Lb.5k

BACON

Lb. 25c

FAT BACK

MORRELL PRIDE

MAINE

TISSUE

am

NICE FRESH

12-oz.Pkg.

FRANKS

Lb. 89c

STEAKS

49c

$1 FRYERS
ROAST

no. 2 1/2 oz.
cans

PINEAPPLE JUICE 3 For _ $1.00

35c

2 Rolls

WALDORF

WE
EWE

$1.00

DEL MONTE 46-0Z.

TISSUE

SAUSAGE ___ _

lb.

lb.
pkg.
CAT FISH

Lb. 59c

ARMOUR SKINLESS

HUNTS

AURORA

with
coupon

CRADDOCK

KELLY'S

WESSON COOKING

SIM

69 BACON

lb.
bag

Reelfoot Sliced

or

Miss Liberty
AME LL
MO
H
with
coupon

South Fulton
Tense

with coupon

/ SHANK PORTION

BUTT PORTION

19 oz.
pkgs.

10 oz.
Jar

lb.

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK

lb.49C

\

spumaggszeseassisMscsS300005363105303Sh.

%%%%%%%%%%•••.•

4

FR
3G
L,E
BS
usH
NODR

0
FE
t1D
pORK&BEANSPF

MORE lb.

ILLINOIS

lAtE
'NE

KRAFT

2 Lb. Box __ $1.13

VELVEETA

MACKEREL 4- 16-oz. Cans $1.00

TENDERLOIN

a CORN

3- 20-oz. Bottles $1.00

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
Cream Style

5

VAN CAMP GRATED

TOMATOES 5.303 Cans __ $1.00

TUNA

STAR KIST

BALLARD and PILLBURY

6 1/2-oz. Can __ _ 39c

Lb.79c

PORK CUTLETS

FRESH

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

TUNA

MORRELL CANNED

HAM

5 Lb. Can

PORK LOIN

303 $11
cans

3- 6 1/2-oz. Cans $1.00

$5.89

ENDS AND
CENTERS
MIXED
lb.

FRESH

Lb. 79c...

BEEF LIVER
FRESH

BISCUITS 10 - 8-oz. Cans _ $1.00

WE

Lb. 59c GM

Lb.$1.29 PORK STEAK

FRESH

CATSUP

48-oz. Jar ____ 69c

PICKLES

WE

FRESH PORK

DEL MONTE

"ARTY PA4.

FRESH SLICED

CALIFORNIA

5901
Lb. 29c

BACK BONES
FRESH SLICED

Lb. 39c

PORK BRAINS

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES

0
39
0
$1
4
ICS
L
PICN
KTAI
'COC
IVORY
EGGS oftEAviimElw,!IBM
EXCEPT
3(R
39c
29 38C
BANANAS

WE
Gm

FRESH

SHOULDElit

HUNTS

.03013$153C3S3C901010'
'

WIMP

!

WE
6IVEI

DETERGENT

WE
GIVE

with
coupon

12 oz.
can

•

• . •

DEL MONTE CUT

46-oz. Can

39c

GREEN BEANS 4 303 Cans $1.00

11-oz.

49c

BAKED BEANS 16-az. 4 For $1.00

DRESSING

49c

&art

5 Lb.

59c

39c

Dozens

LEMONS

303 Cans 59c

SLOPPY SUES

3 Lbs. $1.00

PEANUTS

Lb. 15c

TURNIP GREENS

_ Pkg.

RADISHES

JIFFY

WONDER

FRENCH BREAD 3 Loaves $1.00
24-oz. _ _ _ _ 69c
3- 2 Lb. Bag ___ $1.00

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
MOCWELL HOUSE

lb. bag 69c

16c - With This
Coupon No Other Purchase Nec-

essary. - Limit 1
Void After Oct. 12, 1971

WE
GIVE

Lb. 99c

BLACK PEPPER

79c

Giant

DETERGENT

lenne.
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
1

r

rECIL'S LIBERTY

Cake Mix 3 Pkgs. 89c

Coupon Worth 52c - With This
Coupon No Other Purchase MKLimit 1
.
Void After Oct. 12, 1971

Cleanser 21-oz. Can 10c
Coup*, Worth 18c - No Other
Purchase Nit

CARROTS

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

y - Limit 1

Void After Oct. 12, 19/1

Boggles

25 Ci. Pkg. 9c

Coupon Worth 20c - With This
Coupon No Other Purchase Nec•

r.
Void After Scot. 28, 1971

39"

10c

Lb. 10c

POTATOES

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

' SANDWICH

MAXWELL HOUSE

V

Coffee 10-oz. Jar $1.19
Coupon Worth 50c ••••- No Other
Purchase Necessary.
Void After Oct 12,

itn

..1.4101

wE
GIVE
19c

11.1117;CIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

I

80 Ct.
Boggles
coupon worth 20t - With

This
Coupon No Other Purchase Nom-

cheery.

VoicUkfter

Sept. 28, 1971

WE
GIVE

WE
GIVE

10c

SWEET

Bag

FOOD WRAP

A•JAX

BETTY CROCKER

APPLES

lb.
bag

JONATHAN

CELLO

PUNCH

FROZEN FRENCH

FRIES

18-oz. 69c

FRANKS

DINTY MOORE BEEF

STEW

PEANUT BUTTER

WE
GM.

CRISP

HOME GROWN

ARMOUR

SUN FLOWER CORN

RAW

THIN SKIN

SALAD BOWL

MEAL MIX

39c

32-oz.

SYRUP

MORTON HOUSE

Cbffee
Coupon Worth

0
GOLDEN RIPE b 1

BLACKBURN

CREAMER

, WE
61111

11 oz.
size

HAM

•••

PET COFFEE

WE
GIVE

JUICE

22 oz.
bottle

JUICE

WE
GIVE,

Large r) .

Med. Doz.

r,
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CELEBRATING LEADERSHIP and EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRONICS...SINCE 1911

Your choice of A. Early
American—model 7324. B.
Your choice of D. Early
American—model 3672. E.

Contemporary—model 7322.
C. Mediterranean styling—
model 7326. All on concealed
swivel casters ... all truly
beautiful on or off I

Introducing...three new BIG-SCREEN
COLOR TV CONSOLES all with TAC

Mediterranean styling—
model 3673. F. Italian Classic—model 3675.G. Modern
—model 3671. H. French
Provincial—model 3674

Buy one of five ASTRO-SONIC Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phonos...and
get your choice of either
STEREO

TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR

ASTRO-SONIC STEREO

... the complete system that automatically keeps pictures sharp and
flesh tones natural. No more jumping up to adjust controls, no more green
or purple faces—not when you switch channels, not when the scene
changes. You'll get a perfectly-tuned picture with the right colors—
instantly and automatically—on every channel, every time. And, the
Bonded Circuitry Magna-Power Chassis has 3 I.F. Stages, Keyed AGC
and predominately solid-state components for optimum performance.
Enjoy 23" diagonal measure pictures with the wonderful convenience of
. and kick the tuning habit!
Magnavox Total Automatic Color

. . brings you the full beauty of music. Each has 20-Watts EIA music
power, two high -efficiency 10" Bass Woofers and two 1,000 Hz.
Exponential Horns, plus the Micromatic Player. Even record storage.
Cassette Player, model 8867 has function lever for rewind, fast forward, play and stop, plus cassette eject button. Cartridge Player, model
8869 has front loading, continuous play, auto program changer, track
selector and track indicator. With either—you get a custom installation
kit with complete, easy-to-follow instructions. It takes but minutes to
install in your console. Connecting cables included, too.

NOW
ONLY

$399

4

CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE PLAYER

INCLUDES STEREO CONSOLE
PLUS YOUR CHOICE
OF TAPE UNIT

Come in...also see our many other regularly-priced Magnavox Color Television Values

SPECIAL *250 STEREO OFFER

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE OR CASSETTE
10
10 GRAMMY AWARD TOP ARTISTS
WINNING SELECTIONS
PercAlEarth
Raindrops Keep Falling On My
Tony Bennett
Shadow Of Your Smile
Charlie Byrd
Up, Up And Away
Lynn Anderson
For The Good Times
Bobby Vinton
Michelle
Ray Conniff
Bridge Over Troubled Water
Mathis
Johnny
Rose Garden
Peter Nero
Romeo And Juliet
Jerry Vale
MacArthur Park
Andre Kostelanetz
Mrs. Robinson
by Columbia
Magnavox
for
Produced exclusively
Special Products. Not demonstration tapes.
no commercials. Just great listening. Nothing else
to buy ... come in now ... while supplies last!

BUY THIS COMPLETE
FM/AM RADIO-PHONO
SYSTEM ...
FOR ONLY

$31995
Model 9274 . . 20-Watts
EIA music power . . .
omni-directional speakers

WADE TELEVISION

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, October 7, 1971

1111AXINSAVINGS

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECrEE

WHOLE
LB.

FRYERS
25

FRYERS CUT-UP
BREAST

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Lb. 59c

WINGS

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

SLICED BACON
650

PORK SAUSAGE
99t
9

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

Lb. 33c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 25c
Lb. 49c

THIGHS

Lb.49c

ENGLISH CUT

ROASTING CHICKENS
LEGS & THIGHS

Lb. 35c
Lb. 39c

LEGS

Lb. 69c

BACKS

Lb. 19c

NECKS

Lb.12c

Lb.69c

LBS.

CHUCK STEAK

Lb.5k
SLICED BACON
REELFOOT - SMOKED (6 to 8)

I2-oz.Pkg.
FRANKS
SLAB (8 - 10) Whole or Half Slabil

PICNICS

BACON

Lb. Pt

Lb. 79c

STEW BEEF

Lb. 79c

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST
49t

CHUCK ROAST

CHUCK ROAST
89c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAM PS

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

9R
t

PIG TAILS

Lb.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

BARBECUE

SANDWICHES

HOT DOGS

$1.00

5 For

6 FOR $1.00

Lb.$1.49

BARBECUE PORK

BARBECUE RIBS

$1.69

(Beef or Chicken)

DOG FOOD

MRS.HERNDON'S

PY-OMY

SORGHUM

ASST. MIXES

HYDE PARK

16-oz.

29c

4 Lbs.$1.49

TWIN PAK

16 oz.
LOAF

BREAD

POTATO CHIPS

18t

59c

2 69

SPREAD

BAMA

LB.
BOX

SEALD SWEET FROZEN

12-oz. ____ 29c

PANCAKE SYRUP

12-oz.

39c

22-0Z. BOTTLE

_ 26c

JUST RITE WITH BEANS

4

CHILI

15 1/2 oz. $1
CANS
FOR

59c

MERIT SALTINES

CRACKERS

KRAFT

LB.

254

HY•POWE R

MIRACLE WHIP

Quart

59c

TAMALES

With This Coupon
PILLSBURY CAKE MIXES

3 Boxes $1.00

3

APPLES

RADISHES

re11111110.
Redeem this coupon'

THIS
WEEK
ONE CONTINENTAL CHINA
PLATE REG. $1.29 WITH
THIS COUPON AND $3.00'
GROCERY PURCHASE.

1
1

99C

O. teohnentet tette elate
I. the pattern IS ASS!. Wheel',
GOOD FOR NEXT 4 WEEKS

el111.111.

KRAFT

REEN BE

_Tfor

COCA COLA 28oz.
PEPSI COLA32 oz.
DR. PEPPER 28 oz.

39c

7 1/4 oz.

MACARONI& CHEESE Dinners 2/
BAMA PANCAKE & WAFFLE

29t SYRUP

240z.
BOTTLE

3!

C HA RMIN I

ORANGE JUICE

1/2 Gallon ___ 83c

TISSUE

4 Rolls

ARMOUR

SHORTENING

3 Lb. Can ___ $1.01

SAUSAGE Vienna 4 1/2-oz. 4 for $

BODEN'S ORAN:3E BREAKFAST ORANGE

CLOROX

DRINK

BLEACH

1/2 GAL.

49c

1/2 GAL. 3
(

GET 2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE SIX PACK

SWEET PICKLES

22-oz. Jar __ 49c

SIP SACK

6 1/4-oz.

41c

NESTEA INSTANT
12 oz.
CAN
FOR $1

MARBEL STICK

10c

OLEO

WHITE SEEDLESS

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

GRAPES

Lb. 25c

ICE MILK

TEA MIX

17 oz.
PKG.

HOME GROWN SWEET

10C POTATOES

LB

10c

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY OCT. 7th, THRU WED. OCT. 13th, 1971

E.W.JAMES k) SONS
MAXI-SAVINGS"
\‘' cr 511PERMMINET
egi
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 70 LIMIT 00AMTITIES,

• -- il;...irti;eV*7**-4,-VX"-'Z.V.Irelf=Jr.:271P7041,0

$1

REG. SIZE

CELLO BAG

LAG

BEANS'N FIXENS 20 1/4-oz.

TIDE

EXTR k FANCY JONATHAN

4 39

5c

TUNA

DELICIOUS APPLES 3 Lb. Bag_ 29c

79c

BIG JOHN'S

Box

ORANGE GATORADE

EXTRA GOOD TASTING

POTATOES

Limit One Coupon Per Family
14
. ...W. James & Sm
...11.40Xialcpires Qs1

VAN CAMP

ROYAL DANISH SANDWICH

41=0.•
10 LBS.

$1.32 Jar

LB.

STOKELYS

/ LOAF

Devil Food - White - Yellow

$1.00

-

cI MAXWELL HOUSE COIT

STOKELYS

15-oz. 3For __

BOLOGNA Piece lb. 55c Sliced lb.
WITH THIS COUPON

CRISCO

IVORY LIQUID

Lb.

10-0Z. INSTANT

KRAFT

ORANGE JUICE

HYDE PARK

BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS

Lb. 99C

MARY LOU

SPREADIT IMITATION CHEESE

HYDE PARK

PORK CHOPS

I

OLD JUDGE

2 Lbs.

Lb.99c

CHICKENS
BIG CHIEF

WITH THIS COUPON
MAXWELL HOUSE PAPER BAG AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCiIASE
EXC t UDINGMILK
TOBACCO
PR' oDUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY. OFFER
EXPIRES OCT 13th,1971
COFFEE
'
JAMES • SONSusSOUTH FULTONsw.
- sosso-

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
COFFEE

4 FOR $1.00

CHILI DOGS
OUR OWN BARBECUE

OUR OWN

OUR OWN

I

Lb.

ARM CildAST
89t

BARBECUE

KAL KAN

19c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

REEL FOOT

U.S. CHOICE CENTER CUT

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB

SLAB

U.S. CHOICE BLADE CUT

LB.

NECKE
RLEliiiil S

PLUS
QUALIT)
STAMPS

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

U. S. CHOICE

ROAST

FRESH

RE,ELFOOT HOUSIER VALLEY

LBS.

1/2 Gal.

MICHIGAN

TOMATOES

LB.

2'

N ea*ern this

coup

THIS
WEEli
ONE CONTINENTAL
MUG REG. $1,29 wir.
COUPON AND $3 Glit
PURCHASE

99;

NEXT 4 WEEKS
.01111i

o (415
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LEAN PORK

BONES
9c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

hole or Hall Slabil

ne„

11

Lb. 401.
Lb. 19c
. CHOICE

ROAST
PLUS
QUALITY
ST A M PS

Lb. 79c

HOME!
FOR
HER,
FOR
FASHION VALUES FOR HIM,
P.N.HIRSCH & CO.®

ce lb. 55c Sliced lb. 59c
THIS CorMIN —

HOUSE COFFEE 1
.32 Jar
Coupon Per Family
n

NS 20 1/4-oz.

134

_ 45c

NEESE Dinners 2/45c
& WAFFLE

39

24 oz.
BOTTLE

oils

49c

1/2 GAL. 390

E OF ONE SIX PACK

59c

5 LBs $1
/2 Gal.

ES

49c

LB

255

THIS
WEEK

,

ONE CONTINENTAL
CHINA
MUG REG. $1.23
WITH THIS
COUPON AND $3
GROCERY
PURCHASE

99t
D FOR NEXT 4 WEEKS

REALTONE

NEW FALL FASHION

HANDBAGS COMPONENT STEREO

GREAT NEW SHAPES AND STYLES
SMART HIGH-FASHION COLORS
HUGE SELECTION!
ALL PRICED TO SAVE!

BUILT-1N 8-TRACK TAPE CARTRIDGE PLAYER
AM/FM, STEREO RADIO, 60-WATTS

• TWO 8-IN. "DUO-CONE" SPEAKERS
• DELUXE BSR. 4-SPEED CHANGER

Here's your chance to
:aye on dress or casual
fall bags. The colors, sizes
and shapes are now. The
price, right!
BLACK - NAVY - TAN

ROLL STAND
INCLUDED
•
FREE
STEREO
HEAD- PHONE
$9.95

OMBRE - BROWN

Value!

1118MINgiga."

ALL LEATHER — INSULATED

MEN'S NYLON QUILTED

8-111. BOOTS

JACKETS

OIL RESISTANT CREPE SOLES
GLOVE TANNED UPPERS
GOODYEAR WELT

$10

• 8-0Z. ORLON INSULATION
• ZIPPER FRONT CLOSURE
• KNIT COLLAR AND CUFFS
QUILTED
LINING

SIZES
61/2 - 11
AND 12
•
COMPARE
AT $16

SIZES
S-M-L-XL
REG. ;5.99

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

WOMEN'S SUPPORT

STOCKINGS
SLIGHT IRREGULARS
FAMOUS MAKE

SMALL
MEDIUM
TALL
EXTRA TALL
•

P.N.HIRSCH a CO.

COMPARE
AT

$2.00

POPULAR SHADES

TWO GREAT VALUES!

LATEST STYLE!

PANTY HOSE

RARE PANTS

NEWEST FALL SHADES

ACRILAN ACRYLIC
BONDED WITH NYLON

"JEANNE" BRAND
FIRST QUALITY
100% NYLON
Save on sheer and seamless
panty hose in shades of Beige,
Brown, Taupe, Black, White and
Navy.
SMALL — MEDIUM
TALL — EXTRA TALL
•

• WITH STITCHED CREASE
• FULL ELASTIC WAIST
• 20-INCH FLARE BOTTOMS
• FASHIONABLE COLORS

REGULAR $1.00
far

PERMANENT
PRESS
Fall calls for fashion flair, and
our flare pants are the hit of
the season. Styled with elastic
waist, stitched crease and big
20-inch flare bottom. You'll
love theml

COLORS:
NAVY, BROWN, BERRY,
BLACK
LADIES' SIZES
10 - 20

SAVE NOW ON
SLIGHT IRREGULARS
NYLON OR AGILON
Top quality brand panty hose
in the season's loveliest Beige,
Taupe and Brown tones. Savel
SMALL — MEDIUM
TALL — EXTRA TALL

COMPARE AT 79c

iii
Guaranteed for one full
year's normal wear, refund or replacement
when returned with tag
and sales slip to Monsanto.

P.N.HIRSCH a CO.

ENTIRE STOCK REG. $2.00

WOMEN'S SEAMLESS

NYLON NOSE

70
pRs.6

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
NATIONALLY KNOWN BRAND

COMPARE350c Pr.
Sorry, ladies, but only six pairs
to a customer.

CASUALS

LATEST STYLES—NEW HEELS
SMART COLORS

161

WOMEN'S SIZES
4. 10
FABULOUS FASHION
VALUE!

FASHION FIND FOR FALL!

BOOT/PANT COATS

;YLIC

LON

ASE

'OMS
IRS

FOUR EXCITING STYLES
Beautifully styled, expertly tailored new length coats for Fall ... to
wear with your favorite flares or shorty skirt and boots. Choose
from four new looks, fashioned with huge collars, large pockets,
many brilliant buttons . . . each one fully lined. Truly, the great
look for Fall.

IT

r, and
hit of
elastic
id big
You'll

;RY,
HI-FASHION COLORS OF
NAVY - BROWN - GREY
OLIVE GREEN - BLACK

LADIES' SIZES
5-15 and 6-16
VERY WARM—VERY RIGHT
FOR LADIES OF FASHION
THIS FALL!

r one full
wear, relacement
with tag
to Mon.

P.N.HIRSCH & 0.

INFANTS'

CRAWLERS

100% COTTON CORDUROY
BLUE - MINT - RED
100% Cotton corduroy, extra
tough for rough wears Made with
elastic back waist and snap
crotch.

100% NYLON

KNIT TOPSK

MOCK-TURTLE NEC
GIRLS' 7-14
with skirts or pants.
wear
Ideal to
tops with mock-turtle
knit
back
r
Zippe
neck in stripes and solids.
GIRLS 3-6X
I 007,, Nylon toppers in solid colors
and bright stripes styled with long
sleeves and mock turtle neck.

100% NYLON

SKI JACKETSOODED

QUILTED• REVERSIBLE eH

ZIPPER FRONT — ZIPPER POCKET
WATER REPELLENT

Designed for the cold weather
ahead. 100% Nylon, polyester filled
guilt, reversible jackets with drawstring hood, zipper front, zip pocket,
knit cuffs. They're water repellent
and wind resistant.
ASSORTED SOLID COLORS
AND BRIGHT PRINTS

OUTSTANDING VALUE AT THIS LOW PRICE!

LIGHT BLUE

TWO - PIECE

INFANTS' SLEEPERS
100% BRUSHED COTTON KNIT
SNAP BACK-WAIST

125

CREAM PUFF SCUFFS
SOFT FOAM INSOLE
CREPE SOLE

MAIZE
BLUE
AQUA
SIZES
1-2-3-4

133

WOMEN'S SIZES
5- 10
•
FABULOUS
FALL BUY!

LADIES' BRUSHED

SLEEPWEAR
LONG GOWNS OR CULOTTES
80% ACETATE-20% NYLON
EMBROIDERY AND LACE TRIMS
SOFT ROMANTIC STYLES
You're a dream . . . in lovely, flattering nightwear from our
huge selection. Long, to-the-floor gowns, or hit-of-the-season
culottes. All are carefully cut . . . full, roomy, comfortable . .
with your favorite sleeve treatments. Some have elastic waist.
Lace trimmed, in six soft pastel colors.

BEAUTIFUL PASTEL COLORS
PINK - LAVENDER - BLUE
ROSE - MINT - MAIZE

LADIES' SIZES S-M-L

THIS PRICE
THIS EVENT ONLY!

.P.N HIRSCH 8. 0.

12-CUP PERCOLATOR
AUTOMATIC BY SUNBEAM
KEEPS COFFEE
SERVING HOT
•
TWIST-LOCK TOP/
POP- U P'BASKET

ELECTRIC-PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER
APOLLO BY ROYAL

•88 Character
Keyboard
• Chrome Paper
Support
• Touch-Set Margins
• Duail Shift Keys

4-SLICE TOASTER

i,

THERMOSTATIC POP-UP
GUARANTEE
BY
PROCTOR
SILEX

13

BAKER BROILER
TWO APPLIANCES IN ONE BY MUNSEY
• BAKES
• BROILS
•TOASTS
• GRILLS
• WARMS

9

VERSATILE COOKER-FRYER BY MUNSEY
61/2-QUART
CAPACITY
•
REMOVABLE
WELL

9

.
8

I 1/2-GAL.
CAPACITY

imb

COMPARE
AT $12.98

FLOOR POLISHER
RUG CLEANER BY SHETLAND
NOW SALE PRICED!

• Pica Type
• Rernovable Cover
• White with Black
Trim
• Eight Foot Cord

100-OUNCE
TANK
•
2-SPEED
MOTOR

LOW SALE PRICE!

ELECTRIC POWERED BROOM
LIGHTWEIGHT - SWIVEL NOZZLE

SF

CHORD ORGAN WAI

3 EARI

MATCHING BENCH - MUSIC RACK

19UPRIGHT VACUUM

You can learn to play
chords and melodies
in 60 seconds. 12
Chord buttons and
37 Treble keys. In collapsible wood grain
cabinet.

BY
LEWYT

SUPER POWERFUL MOTOR
BY EUREKA
Loo
*
WEIGHS ONLY
I21/2-POUNDS
•
LONG
HOSE

9

SP,

1320 WATT

MAGNUS CONSOLETTE

SWEEPER VAC
GUARANTEED/
ONE
YEAR

ELECTRIC DEEP FRYER

HUMIDIFIER

AND VAPORIZER BY HANKSCRAFT
BIG SALE VALUE!

A bit of col4
enhance any
home. Cho
Salem, the
Tea Kettle
beautiful bai

5
9
95

37

CONSOLE
MODEL

$99.95
•••

POPCORN POPPER
ELECTRIC • 3-QT. CAPACITY

344

HEAT RESISTANT
GLASS COVER
EASY-TO-CLEAN

DELUXE 3-PIECE COMPACT

STEREO SET

FM-AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
2 MATCHED FULL RANGE SPEAKERS
• BSR Micro Mini
4-speed changer
• Diamond needle
•45 RPM adapter

BIG FALL VALUE!

STORAGE SHELVES
METAL CONSTRUCTION
30-IN. x 12-IN.
60-INCHES HIGH
•
SILVER GREY

5

• Bass and treble
Controls
•Cue and pause
Control
• Dust Cover

BIG SAVINGS!

79

194

BIG
VALUE'

FEAT(

TUNING
•
TELESCOPIC
ANTENNA
.-

1

CASSETTE RECORDER
AM/FM RADIO BY REALTONE
SLIDE
RULE
TUNING
•
GREAT
BUYI

BO

SWING)

39g5
WHERE YOU ALWAYS Si

ALUMINUM FOIL
12-IN. x 25-FT. ROLL

5-BAND RADIO
AM/FM/VHF/POLICE/WEATHER
NOW SALE PRICED!
SLIDE RULE
95

•

FOUR SIZES
I6" x20'
•20" x 20"
• 16" x25'
•20" x 25"

BLENDER
EIGHT PUSH-BUTTON SPEEDS
SALE PRICED!

tAFT

42-OUNCE
CONTAINER
•
HAMILTON
BEACH

ER
ND

17

SPACE NEATER

DINNER SET

Set includes 8 dinner plates, cups, saucers,
salad plates, soup bowls, fruit bowls, 3
serving bowls, platter, gravy boat, 7 accessory pieces and 8 tumblers.

SALE VALUE!

AN WALL CLOCKS

to play
melodies
ds. 12
ns and
4 In colgrain

3 EARLY AMERICAN DESIGNS

A bit of colonial charm to
enhance any room in your
home. Choose the New
Salem, the Trivet, or the
T e a Kettle design. All
beautiful bargains.

TABLE RADIO

29

FEATURING DIGITAL CLOCK
LIGHTED DIAL

ULE

DER
NE

95

BOLERO RADIO
SWINGJN' BALL-N-CHAIN DESIGN
SALE PRICED!

9

E YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

FULL RANGE
SPEAKER
ATTRACTIVE
TUNING DIAL

7-PC. COOKWARE SET
PORCELAIN WITH TEFLON II
BY EKCO

WITH
DISPENSER

720

•
10-OUNCE
$1.19 SIZE

AQUA NET
13-0Z. $1.00 SIZE

14
TV SNACK TABLES

FOR LOVELIER
LOOKING HAIR

9

400

SECRET
ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

330

WALNUT
FINISH
•
BRASS
TRIM

(6,

- I REGULAR—HARD-TO-HOLD

TABLES — CONSOLE
LARGE 23 x 15-IN. SIZE

ONLY!

R Asu‘DEFM
M
L

JERGENS LOTION:

4

THIS PRICE
THIS EVENT

ER

$1.17
SIZE
•
SAVE!

MAKES HANDS FEEL SOFT

INSTANT HEAT
ELEMENT
•
FAN FORCED
HEAT

,ACK

BOTTLE OF 100

68-PCS. INCLUDING 8 TUMBLERS

1320 WATT THERMOSTAT CONTROLLED
BIG SAVINGS!

SPARTUS ELECTRIC

BAYER ASPIRIN

MELMAC BY LENOX

DRY FORMULA
•
3-OUNCE
$1.09 SIZE

PANASONIC 9-IN. PORTABLE

TELEVISION

DETACHABLE TINTED SCREEN
3-INCH SPEAKER — EARPHONE

• Automatic Controls
•Speed-O-Vision
• VHF, UHF Antennas
• Black or Gold

5 SCHICK BLADES

LIGHTWEIGHT
•
EASY TO
CARRY

5

•SUPER CHROMIUM — $1.00 VALUE
8

BEST BUY!

FAC!IT.0 TIS UEBOX
2"250

cRKEE
PL USHIF
SC
RAZOR

. .s. - TOILET TISSUE
•

SOFT — ABSORBENT

4

ROLLS

290

MEN'S

MO% COTTON FLANNEL

SHIRTS

FULL CUT WITH LONG TAIL
TWO-BUTTON-THRU POCKETS

REG. $3.69
COLORFUL PLAIDS
HEAVYWEIGHT
SANFORIZED
MEN'S 141/2 - 17

BIG VALUE FOR MEN WITH FLAIR

DOUBLE KNIT

RARE SLACKS
PERMANENT PRESS
• NEW STRETCH FABRIC
• RETAINS SHAPE
• EXPERT TAILORING

PERMANENT PRESS

MEWS
SHIRTS
DRESS AND SPORT STYLES
STRIPES-PRINTS-SOLIDS

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES
LONG POINT COLLARS-LONG TAILS
See our huge selection of new fashion Permanent Press sport
and dress shirts. Superbly tailored with long point collars,
long sleeves and long tails in the season best new colors.
SIZES 141/2-17, S-M-L-XL

REGULAR $2.99 EACH

Double knit, the sensational new
stretch fabric for slacks, tailored to perfection. Slim, trimfit styling with wide belt loops,
western pockets, flare bottoms.
Permanent Preu ...cr ea se
stays in always . . . wrinkles
hang out. Savings priced!

pi

RAYON
ZIP
RE

KNIT COLL
REINFORCE
WARM—LIE
MEN'S S

ME

NO

DRES1
SALE

• LATEST CC
• PRINTS, STI
• TWO-BUTTE
Outstanding SI
ly tailored dr
handsome savi
colors, fancy
Styled with la
sleeves, two-bu
polyester-35%

FASHIONABLE
SOLIDS and FANCIES

SPECIAL SAVINGS!

MEN'S SIZES
30 - 40
COMPARE AT
$15.00

THIS PRICE-THIS EVENT ONLY!

Fi
11•111•11111•11111.1111

MEN'S 6-0Z. INSULATED

CIRCULAR KNIT THERMAL

042
44,

UNDERWEAR

2-PC. SUITS
RAYON-TAFFETA SHELL
ZIP FRONT JACKET

4100;
"

REG. $5.99
KNIT COLLAR, CUFFS
REINFORCED CROTCH
WARM—LIGHTWEIGHT
MEN'S S-M-L-XL

iOlOrfr
irror
•-""foilit"

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
LONG LEG DRAWERS
1000/,, COTTON
WARM
LIGHTWEIGHT
SIZES S-M-L-XL
REGULAR $1.99 EACH

NOW

67

•
FANTASTIC SAVINGSI

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

NO-IRON SHIRTS
SAVE NOW ON
SPORT MODELS!

DRESS STYLES
SALE PRICED!

• LATEST FASHION COLORS
• SMARTEST NEW STYLES
• EXPERTLY TAILORED

• LATEST COLLAR STYLES
• PRINTS, STRIPES, SOLIDS
• TWO-BUTTON CUFFS
Outstanding selection of handsomely tailored dress shirts, now at a
handsome saving. Fashionable solid
colors, fancy prints, bold stripes.
Styled with long point collars, long
sleeves, two-button cuffs ... of 65%
polyester-35% cotton fabrics.

Tremendous values in long sleeve
sport shirts. Here are the newest
fashions including Western models.
Made of 65% polyester-35% cotton Permanent Press fabrics in bold
stripes, prints and solid colors. All
with long tails. New collar styles.
MEN'S SIZES
S-M-L-XL

MEN'S SIZES
141/2-17

SPECIALLY PRICED

FOR

EACH AND EVERY SHIRT IN THIS GROUP
ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT PRESS
OUR REGULAR
$3.99 EACH

FABULOUS FALL FASHION VALUE/
.1 011111111111111111=11111011=m11,
1.
11
1.
.

Io

P.N.HIRSCH & 0.
-555' 111"

511

11 11111 '551 41' 1, 5511

55

5511,11

EACH

FADILOLIS FALL
FESTIVAL!

MEN'S CARDIGAN

SWEATERS

111

IP: N.HIRSCH & CO.

HI-FASHION STYLING
NEW-FASHION COLORS
SIZES

COMPARE
AT $10.00

Top (ash'
shirts. T
cuffs, pi

•

NEWEST STYLES!

SPECIALLY PRICED!

BOYS' JACKETS

MEN'S JACKETS

MOST POPULAR MODELS
Outerwear sensational( Pile or quilt lined jackets in Parka and
Western styles in 100% cotton corduroy or wool blends. Plus
Orlon acrylic pile "Animal" parkas with quilt lining; and for
the cycle set, black Vinyl zipper-studded motorcycle
styles.

ALL THE LATEST STYLES
What a collectionl Cotton corduroy Norfolk:, Bushcoats and
Surcoets; wool blend lined C.P.O. shirts; Nylon laminated jackets.
Acrylic pile and quilt linings. Handsome tailoring. In a wide
selection of solid colors and muted plaids.

MEN'S SIZES 36-46

REGULAR TO
$14.99

FABULOUS FALL FASHION VALUE!

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

a

HEAVYWEIGHT — HEAVY DUTY

SWEAT SHIRTS
CREW NECK — RAGLAN SLEEVES
SUPER SELECTION OF COLORS
•50% CresIan-- 50 % Cotton
• Warm Fleece Lining
• Rib Knit Waist, Cuffs
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
OUR REG. $2.29

$2

BOY'S WASHABLE

SWEATERS

SLIPOVER OR COAT STYLES
100% ACRYLIC

lit' j

BOLD STRIPES
SOLID COLORS
SIZES 6-18
COMPARE
AT $5.00

NAND BOYS!
SENSA AGATIWOIcPOSHIRTS
MEN'S SIZES
ALL ACRYLIC PILE LINED
Top fashion favorite for fall ... warm and heavyweight C.P.O.
shirts. Tailored for long wear with two patch pockets, button
cuffs, pile lining. Choose from a wide selection of great plaids.

TWO PATCH
POCKETS
•
MEN'S SIZES
S-M-L-XL

BOYS' SIZES
WARM ACRYLIC PILE LINING
They look like shirts, but act like jackets, and boys want them for
Fall. Styled of tough wool blend fabrics with warm acrylic pile
lining, two patch pocket: and button cuffs. Deep plaids.

TWO PATCH
POCKETS
•

BOYS' SIZES
S-M-L

REG. $10

REG. $7.99

SAVE!

VALUE!
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P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

FA
INDOOR/OUTDOOR

SINGLE CONTROL ELECTRIC

SHAGGY ANIMAL

RUGS

BLANKETS

HASSOCKS

72 x 84-INCH SIZE
•U. L. APPROVED
•MACHINE WASH

ROOM SIZE 8/
1
2 x 111
/
2 FT.
DECORATIVE COLORS
Polypropylene Olefin pile
in decorator tweed patterns. Resists dirt and stains.

15 .

"MEHITTABLE THE SITTABLE"
ACRYLIC FIBER
CHOICE OF
DECORATIVE
BRIGHT COLORS
REG. $6.00

BLUE - GREEN
PINK - GOLD

REG. $19.98

REG. $14.00
DUAL CONTROL
REGULAR $17.00
NOW ONLY

I

I ,
I
1

FUN FOR THE KIDS

•

$14.88

GREAT GIFT

DACRON NINON POLYESTER

UPHOLSTERY

CURTAINS

FABRICS

DECORATOR SHEERS
,

t.

FEST1

YOUR CHOICE — 63"
OR 81" LENGTHS

2I.

DECORATIVE SCATTER

RUGS

HUGE ASSORTMENT

27x42-INCH SIZE

Damasks, Matelasses, Tweeds and Linens in
rich woven and print designs. Latest decorator colors. Savings priced!

• BO-INCHES WIDE TO THE PAIR
• 5-IN. BOTTOM, I-1N. SIDE HEM
• WHITE, GREEN OR GOLD

3 TO I5-YD. PIECES
54-INCHES WIDE

---,--. •--t•t•----.: 1--.

DON'T MISS
THIS VALUE!

I

,,Lei4: ii1

;
7 ei

Ns 0 ,
'44i.
i4. I

100% POLYESTER SHAG
OBLONG. OVAL SHAPES
SOLID COLORS,TWEEDS

,
.....,_

REG.
84-00
OR
$,S.50
PR.

,
_

1

,

!"
:(*..4

R

YD.

444

PAIR

"SWINGOMATIC"

BAGS OF "FUN" SIZE

BABY SWING I CANDY BARS
NON-SKID TUBULAR FRAME
HEAVY DUCK SEAT
SWINGS 12 MINUTES
EASY-WIND SPRING

FUN SIZE MEANS 2 BITES
IDEAL FOR TRICK-OR-TREATERS
LOW SALE PRICE!

5

SOUTH FULTON
NO CHARGE
FOR LABOR

LARGE BAG
EACH

TREMENDOUS
VALUE!

4

,

Custom
Drapes
mod.

to your ozod
measuremonts.

SAVINGS
PRICED!

se our wide, wonderful selection of line
decorator fabrics...from 2.00 yard.
tr.
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